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A STUDY OF T}E EDUCATIONAL STATUS AND SOME EDUCATIONAL 

IMPLICATIONS OF A LOCAL RELIEF POPULATION 

Chapter I 

INTRODUCT ION 

Federal relief of the unemployed, the indigent, the 

aged, the Infirm, the blind, the stuoid and feebleminded, 

and the crippled is a new movement in the United States, 

althou:h it has been the practice in several European na- 

tions for almost a centur . Eeretofore, relief or charity 

has been a local or orivately philanthrooical activity. 

With the "deoression" which beg8n sbout 1930, the Feder&1 

government began large scale organization of relief mea- 

sures, wit1 what purPose the future WilL have to determine 

and evaluate. Relief as it is at present carried out un- 

der Federal and State management has brouht about a clear- 

ly evident chane in the attitudes of a larce part of the 

Arerican 000ulation towara. the accetance of money or goods 

for which little or no adequate return is iad.e in compari- 

son with returns expected in industry and other orivate em- 

ployment. The e of ind.ividualism and of individual self- 

deoendence and rescnsibility is drawing to a close. Trie 

rate of social stratification has been tremendous almost 

since the beginninc of the century . The present national 

administration has chan:ed the direction of the trend of 

stratification temoorarily, but it cannot halt a movement 

of this kind by administrative measures. That the ultim- 
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ate trend of tìis stratification and of tnis changed at- 

titude toward relief will be only the future can determine. 

In spite of all of the billions of dollers that heve 

been s)ent on relief and in s)1te of t'ne millions who 

are on relief an wi will probably be on relief s long 

as there is relief available, there has been no extensive 

census of people on relief. There are only a few rela- 

tively small studies of the characteristics of the people 

on relief, a few relatively small studies of the effect of 

being on relief on oeople who are so situated, and almost 

no studies of the educational status of these people or the 

implications of this whole situation for the resent and 

future of or:anized o "formal" sc:ools and for adult, part- 

time, and other forms of schools desined "to carry educa- 

tion to the eople". 

The schools have lon been a fsvorite object of criti- 

cism because school boa.rcs rnc. school adinistrators as a 

whole have been unable or unwillin to defend them. In this 

more or less critical financial period, the schools have 

been criticized, a.t times severely or even 'fanatically and 

at other times with honest inquiry, because 
these people 

are on relief "There should be more education 
available" in 

spite of the fact that the educational requirements now 

exceed the mental age limitations of a large part of the 

population; "There should be more vocational education" 
al- 

though many labor unions will not, 
or would not until the 
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present division in the labor union ranks, admit new menber8; 

"Tnere should have been more character education" although 

the studies of character education courses show rather uni- 

formly that the8e courses hnve made insignificant changes 

in the attitudes of the pupils. The truth of the matter is 

that the schools have done exceedingly well with their limi- 

ted personnel, linited finances, and. general attitude of 

indifference, antagonism, and. expectance of returns dispro- 

portionate to the investment. Whether better schools could 

nave prevented so many people from being on relief is a 

question which no one can answer at this time. 

The effects of more Dopular forms of schools on the 

parts of the population which they contain are still unknown. 

So.e educators are enthusiastic aoout them. Others hold 

that what is easily L:ained will be lightly esteemed. The 

effects of large amounts of leisure time has not resulted 

in noticeably increased efforts t attain culture, accord- 

ing to Thorndike's study of this problem. They may in the 

future; they may not. The federal governnient ha soonsored 

evenin schools whenever sufficient numbers of people could 

be gathered togetner to make up classes. No one knows what 

the values of these classes have been. A great deal has 

been written and printed about tne values of the classes in 

the canos of the Civilian Conservation Corps, but these 

v1ues are self-estimates of interested. persons and have 

little or no scientific meairement in them. 



Because so little is known about the people on relief 

and because the relief situation is likely to 

good ríany years, the writer of this thesis ha 

study of the educational status of the people 

relief or direct charity in a certain county, 

a result, some definite information and a few 

reoort on tiiis subject. 

4 

lBst for a 

s made a partial 

on direct 

and has, as 

conclusions to 



Chapter IJ 

A Historical Discussion of the Present 

Relief Situation 

Althrugh the durati 
as been only about five 

nature end so widespread 

than many movements that 
this has years 

Over twenty million 

5 

n of the present relief situation 
years, it has been 80 intense in 

in extent that it has more history 
have covered many more decades than 

perscne, (4?) constitutin aoprox- 

imately one-sixti of the total population of te United 

States, were rece1vin relief at the close of 1934. The 

followinR fiures on tne number of persons on relief in l.34 

were given by Gertrude Springer (eo) although their surce 
is not indicated: 5,184,772 children, 460,000 single persons, 

9,415,228 other persons, mak1nr total of 3,350,000 A.erican 

families of 4.5 members each on relief in that year; but 

since the relief group fluctuates in ake-up fro sesn to 

season, and since relief loads hve not been c-muted on n 

annual basis, the total enormity of the relief situation in 

this country is not known for any given time. 

Whether or not the total number of persons on relief 
in the United States hs declined since 1934, and, if tiis 
be true, how muci of e decline has taken place, is not known 

to this writer, aith uh d1i'ent search was conducted to 

secure information on this ooint. For some reason the 

President of the United States end the Departmentof Labor 



hsve resisted the takin of anything like a complete census 

of the unemployed and of the Persons on relief. 

For tne period (4'?) from July, 1933, to December, 1934, 

there was an upward trend in the total number of Persons 

receivin Federal Emergency Relief, despite the fact that 

business conditions were somewet Improved and the total 

value and volume of Industrial troduction ws on the increase. 
This incresse In the number of persons on relief did not 

include persons receivInr aid from orivate or religious 

charities, a1thouh it is probable that private charity has 

decreased as public charity has increased. 

One of the most interestino and thoroucth studies of the 

relief situation is that of a fictitiously named town in 

the middle west of the United States-- iddletown. "Eesite 

the Po3ularly acclaimed return to prosperit. idd'etwn 

(44) was finding itself unable to tolerate a return to 

the loose-jointed r.ethods of carIng for toe unable which 

had been acceoted as n rrnel before the deoression. Employ- 

ment in tíe city's industries and public utilities stood at 

a figure in SepteTber, 1936, at a level wich the Chamber of 

Commerce acclaied was nearly 1000 above the 1929 level; 

but 884 were still on ?.P.A. Projects, a further 573 on the 

Federal hi'hwav projects, and 417 families and 108 sin:1e 

persons still on direct poor relief in iddletown's township." 

It was estimated (47) trat four-fifths of the 7,000,OflO 
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heads of fa:il1es on relief in 1934 could be classified s 

eip1oyable. Little difference «'as found R?) in the relief 

rates between urban and rural areas. "By re:ions (4?), 

relief loads vary with poulation density." 

Villi these people ever return to private eployment 

ow many of them are employable in terms of mental ability, 

physical ciexterity, endurance, and training, emotional sta- 

bility, and attItudes? VTnere did they come from? i-sow many 

of their kind are they producing? 

A study (47) of the urban relief population on l34 

end a comparison ofth ercenta.ges of the relief population 

that fall Into various occu.patIonal classifications (based 

upon their last usual employment) with the percentages of 

the normal eoloyed population which fell into the same 

occupational classifications accrdin< to the 1930 census 

reveals some sInificant information as regards the occuna- 

tions upon which tie depression has levied the heaviest toll. 

This information is given in Table I. 



TABLE I 

Occuoational Per cent of Relief Percentage of 
Classification Population (According Employed Urban 

to Last Usual Employment Pofl. (accordin 
to 1930 census 

Agriculture 5% 2% 

Extraction of Mineral 

Manufacturing and 
Lechanlcal 

Personal and Domestic 
Service 

Professional Service 

a4% 

43 38% 

20% 13% 

3% 8i 

These authors (47) conclude that unskilled and semi- 

skilled workers make up the bulk of the relief population. 

The turnover rate on relief, to the best of this 

writer's knowledge, has not been determined. As a conse- 

quence, it is not known whether or not time produces such 

change in the composition of the relief population. Infor- 

matlon on tiis point woulci be valuEble as an aid in deter- 

mining whether or not the relief population tends in the 

direction of taking on the characteristics of a 0socio- 

lo;ical out-group0. 

Among oter t.riings unknown is the status of relief as 

an American institution. No one knows, yet, whether to 

regard relief as a temporary e:ergency measure or as a per- 

menent feature of American life. It would seem that all 

modern end. many medieval societies have been faced with the 



problem of caring for controlling the activities of 

dependent peoole. Glum (21) considers poverty end depen- 

dency to be a phenomenon closely associated with the rise 

of inuetrja1 economies. I-ie (21) finds no records of 

be:ars or dependent persons in Israel until after conirner- 

cisl activity had disturbed the older agricultural and 

pastoral economy. 

Pr1njtjve societies (21) which are somewhat communal 

in character are toically without dependent or unemployed 

persons. "Where the economy (21) is 1are1y that of a herds- 

man or an agriculturalist the dire poverty of one individual 

is a rare phenomenon." Economic dependency Is thoucht to 

be historically associated with the emergence of pvate 

property and the decline of patriarchal institutions of 

social control. When the rimary group or family controlled 

and regulated economic processes no member of the family 

group was oermltted to experience dire economic want et a 

time when the other members of the family were abundantly 

sul1ed with economic Roods. it is true that the wi4ole 

social group mi:ht experience tne most de:;rading sort of 

poverty, but, In nearly all instances, this poverty V58 

shared alike by all members of the group. 

Sociologists tend to relate economic dependency to: 

social chane, industr±il economy, a decline in the irnoor- 

tance of primary groups and the increasin:: ioortance of 
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secondary groups, increased $ocial stratification, and a 

possible maldistribution of economic goods. 

Cn the other hand, geneticists are prone to relate the 

presence of dependent people within a populetion to a de- 

orease in the operation of the laws of natural selection 

which permits perns who are genetically inferior to 

live and reproduce their kind at a rate which is in excess 

of the reproduction rates of tlae genetically superior. 

This writer is of the opinion that no one factor accounts 

for economic dependency but that many factors are involved, 

some of which may not, today, have been taken into consider- 

ation in this connection. 

In this country, the various states have, in times past, 

faced the problem of dealin- with indigent peoples. The 

American poor laws had their origin in the great body of 

British common law. Many of the legal conceptions of poor 

relief can be traced to sixteenth century British court 

rulin,s. It is true that statutory limitations and alter- 

atiene have from time to time modified the common law 

conceptions of poor relief, but never before in our history 

have these common law definitions of the status of indigent 

persons been swept entireiy out of existence. In times of 

industrial contraction there has been extended to physically 

able persons a certain amount of aid by private and reli- 

gious chritable oranizations, but never before, in the 
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history of the United States, has the Federal overnment 

assumed a direct oblition to supPort its unemoloyed cit- 

izens. 

idesoread public relief is so comoaratively new a 

feature of American life that little is known about its 

operation and even less about the effect that lt is likely 

to have upon other public institutions and the traditional 

modes of American life. 

Since the public school systems are, in accordance 

with American traditions of democracy, open to all who wish 

to avail themselves of their services, these school systems 

are educatin- and will, in all probability, continue to 

educate children from dependent familles. In addition, it 

appears, that educators are striving, sensibly or stupidly, 

to extend the coìmulsory are range for school attendance 

both upward and dawnward. It follows tht American educa- 

tors should become increasingly conscious of the problems 

which the relief population is likely to present to edu- 

cational institutions and practices. 

In the discussion to follow the writer nas endeavored 

to present ll studies and discussions which oromise to 

throw liht on the im3licatlons which a vast relief popula- 

tion may have for educational practices or Institutions. 

The lower occupational levels of American society have 

long been recognized as having e higher birth rate then the 
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hi:her occupational levels of the saine society. Many eugen- 

icists have recognized and attached significance to the 
differential birth rFte of the various stratas of Americen 

society. 
Study was made (7?) of a samole group of 645 married 

couples under the care of the Boston Relief Agencies. It 
was revealed that foreign-born mothers averaed 3.8 children 
each, wìuile native-born mothers averaged 2.9 children. It 
was felt that most of the families could not be considered 
as com)leted. The Irisa and Italians were found to have 

the most children, and women married less then five revealed 
the h1hest fecundity rate. 

Another study (80) of 2,319 white mothers produced 

evidence to the effect that the poorer women lived lonTer 

and bore children for a longer period of time then did moth- 

ers of a hiher economic status. 
A1thou:h the first of these studies (7?) does not 

reveal any factors which would seem to be of undue imìor- 

tance, the second (80) based upon a larger sampling offers 
evidence to support the view that theonomica11y depen- 

dent ere contributin: more than their proportional share to 

the future pou1stion of the United States. 
The Merseyside (England) Survey (33) in wnich some 

7,000 workin class families were interviewed as to familial 
comoosition, age, sex, occupation, earnin:rs, houeinc accomo- 
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dations, birthplace, and size of families, and in which 

fertility was measured against: (a) income, (b) regularity 
of ernol3ynlent, and (c) dependence upon public aid, indi- 

cates a relatively hiJ fertility rate for faniil1es whose 

fathers are sibnormal in occupational skill and employa- 

bility and for families below the poverty line and those 
on relief. 

"Statistics (74) from the Pomeranian (Germany) schools 
for neglected children show that the fertility of these 
children's families is by no means dizninieh1n in compar- 

ison with previous generations. There is thus no self- 
cure. In the new errnan state these schools are imoortant 

as catch-basins to separate early the children who come 

under the law for prevention of diseased offsorinc-'." 

The above study (74) raises a question s to whether 

the passage of time is likely, in and of itself, to decrease 
the fecundity rates of dependent peoples and sugiests that, 
unless eugenic measures 're aplied, tue reproduction rate 
for tnose persons who are supported by public bounty will 
always exceed tnat for the self-supoortin elements of t'ne 

sanie society. Sorokin (78) offers evidence which shown 

that there IS no tendency among the French for a change in 
tne proportionate fertility, which is in favor of the lower 

classes, d.esoite the fact tnat birth control has long been 

practiced in France and sufficient time has elapsed since 
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its introduction to that country to enable ltB Dractice 

to sPread amon- the masses. The reproduction rate for the 

lower cleeses still greatly exceeds that of the uPper 

classes, although the total opu1ation of France has declined 

steadily for more than a century. 

McCormickand. fibbitts (4?) find th&t: "The relief 
group siows a considerably larger proportion of children 

in both rural and urban areas." In widely sam1ed rural 

areas, households receiving relief averaged 4.8 persons as 

compared with 3 9 for non-relief h3useholds. In the rural 

relief group, there is an average of 3.2 dependents per 

worker as compared with 2.3 dependents per worker in the 

non-relief group. 

A study of 504 families (63) who have for years been 

dependent upon public relief in Los Anreles County, Califor- 

nia, shown that they have been producing children steadily 

at public expense. The completed family verages five 

living children, and one-third of these 're born after 
the family becomes deendent. Three or more social wel- 

f3re agencies were aidin' each of these familles in ei:'hty 

per cent of the cases. The average Mexican family is half 

again as laige as the average American family. "The longer 

the family is dependent (64) the more children it pro- 

thicee.N All of the families studied had been on relief for 

at least five years prior to the date of the study and 
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one family had received aid from Los Angeles County for 

fifteen years. 

A case worker connected witb a relief organization in 

an Oreg3n county told this writer that most women on relief 

with 1erre families exDressed no desire to secure birth 

control Information even when such was offered gratis. 



UiEPLOYMENT AND RELIEF STATUS AS RELATED TO 

MENTAL HEALTH. 

It seems that uneri1oyrnent brin:'s with it many problems 

beyond the mere economic dependence of the person effected. 

Togetner with tmeìnployment the individual faces: (a) loss 

of social status, (b) tnwarting of his natural desire for 

security, (c) limitations upon his ability to satisfy a 

desire for the response of others, and (d) a severe blow 

to his ego in a world where men are judged, in part, by 

their ability to consume conspicuously. In short, the 

unernoloyment situation involves an impairment of several 

of the powerful motivating factors in human behavior. 

A necessity is oolnted out (60) for recognizinr the 

problem of the relief of the unemployed not only in its 

physical aspects but also in terms of the mental health 

of those aersons who find themselves in a state of unemploy- 

nient. Pratt (60) recognizes this situation and says: 

"Witn the security, pride, and affectioneJL relationshiPs 

of the unemployed so dangerously undermined, mental 

healtb difficulties have become acute." 

Some suggested techniques (60) for relievin emotional 

tensions aris1n from the unemployment situation are 

(a) lettinr tne victim of tensions tlk out his worries; 

(b) providin unemplyed persons with some work, no matter 

how trivial, and (c) suplyin': them with adequate recrea- 



tional activities. Pratt (60) takes the view that the men- 

tal hygiene problet of the unernoloyed is a community problem. 

Beckman (5) offers the following descriotion of the 
d1sorgnizin' processes arising from the unemployment situa- 
tion: "Accustomed activities í:iving op3ortunity for self- 
expression and self-assertion are cut off, and the under- 

lying drives are blocked or diverted. Neurotic habits and 

attitudes may develop and the individuel, aPart from his 
mental disconfort, may becone unable to function at his 
normal caoa.city." 

A comparative study (2e) of the attitudes of employed 

end unemployed engineers revealed that there exists a posi- 
tive relationship betveen occupationel morale, attitude 
toward employers as a class, attit2de toward religion, and 

a feelin: of occupational security. The employed and 

unemployed men were divided into two groJos and. matched. 

in eight Derticul3rs: (a) age, (b) salary (on last job), 
(c) nativity, (d) education, (e) reliñon, (f) state licens- 
ing, and. (g) occupation (all were professional engineers). 
Seventy-five per cent of the unemployed men had poorer 

orale than the everge employed men, and sìxty-eiht per 

cent v:ere more antagonistic toward eruployers as a clase. 
The net effect of the experiene of unemployment upon reh- 
gion v'as small. The study reveals a very definite relation- 
ship between morale and the varyin degrees of security of 
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the unemployed men and between :orle end the differences 

in the ep1oyed men's feelin of ob security. "The n.orle 

of destitute men who had been given work relief wss definite- 

ly better than the morde of fien, who althou':h similarly 

destitute, had not received such help. The ora1e of em- 

ployed men who enticipated losing their jobs at almost any 

tiire was as low as that of unemloyed men who were in no 

psrticular need." 

Mark A. ay (45) is of the opinion thet the break in 

our traditional culture patterns erising out of modern econ- 

omic conditions is responsible for a grert deal of emotional 

maladjustment among p.ing peoole, and says: "The usual school- 

1eavin7 age for the masses is froni sixteen to eighteen; 

the age of the first job from sixteen to twenty; end the 

marriage age from twenty to thirty. Any break in this cul- 

ture sequence that affects a large proportion of youth for 

a lonT time is certain to have consequences of major sig- 

nificance." 

There is some psycholoicel thought in the direction of 

attributing certaIn mental abnormalities to economic want. 

"The concept of needs (35) Is basic to an understanding of 

all phases of psycno1o:ical acitivity." Kronfeld (40) 

cites examples of mental abnormalities rrisin? from econ- 

oniic crisis. Reactive depression, hyper-exitability, and 

asocial attitudes are traced (40) to a thwarting of 

economic needs. 
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The effect thFt the present widesoread unem1oyrnent Is 

having upon fmI1y life end, In consequence, upon the emo- 

tional development cf children from unemoloyed homes has 

not been 8ccurte1y determined. Groves (25) sees two trends 

In fnmilv life arIsing simultaneously ±rom the deoresslon. 

One trend Is in the direction of f8mily demoralization with 

en increase in desertions, family tensions, drinking, and 

vice; the other trend Indicates en increase in family soli- 

darity owing to the extreme oresure of economic circumstances 

from without. 

Young (se) describes the personality disorganization 

whlcn ooerates amon:: youn people aolyin to California 

relief eencies as follows: "Finding the traditional atti- 

tudes and social values unsuitable in the new situation, 

they undergo a period of doubt, fear, bewilderment, and 

eventual Indifference.0 In his o1nion these oersons are, 

in most instances, forced into their unfortunate position 

through no fault of their own. 

In conversation with a case worker who has been con- 

nected with various county relief aencies in Oregon since 

1933, this writer was surprised to learn that this worker 

was culte concerned over the fact that for a period of 

five months there had been no riots or disturbances at 

the agency. She is of the opinion that disturbances are 

a healthy sIgn in the sense that they Indicate that the 

11cljents" have not yet resigned themselves emotionally 



to relief sttus. She further mentioned that her observa- 

tions led. her to believe that "relief clients" were com- 

ing more and more to accept their relief status as a normal 

pattern of life. Many were felt to have resigned them- 

selves to their situation to such an extent that they are 

no longex willin to exercise initiative in the direction 

of altering their status by seeking other means of supoort. 

Enployers who are willin to take advantage of a 

"client's" situation by offering employment at sub-standard 

wages are thou'r;ht to be partly responsible for the situa- 

tion. Experience with a few such employers is thought to 

to far in strengthenin a "client's" conviction that there 

is no employment available that will offer vaces or advan- 

tages in excess of those afforded by relief organizations. 

Many of the "clients", it apPears, do not favor private 

employr!ìent because of e belief that it does not offer sec- 

urity or permanence equal1in work relief. Private emDloy- 

ment which is seasonal or which is subject to temoorary 

contractions or shut-downs is in particular disfavor among 

most of the clients. 

It is the policy of some relief agencies to refuse to 

close the cases of "clients" whí are offered private employ- 

ment at wages below the relief scale. Other agencies purge 

their rolls during the harvest season so as to supoly 

agriculture with some labor. This policy is restricted, 

however, largely to rural areas. 
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Anotr.er caserker interviewed by the author mentioned 

that her observation of persons first aolyin for relief 

and these same persons after they had been recipients of 

relief for some timeld her to believe that, at first, 

these persons iìd considerrb e.ctional resistance to 

accepting relief status, but that in time this resistEnce 

was lessened to such antent that relief canie to be looked 

upon as e natural life pattern. This was felt to be parti- 

culorly true of persons who, prior to application for relief, 

nad been living at or below the economic marin. This group, 

it appears, are completely satisfied with their new status 

and have come to prefer it to that which they formerly 

occupied. 

In an interview with a case worker connected with the 

N Y.A. pro'rem in a large Oregon town, the author was 

advised that many of the young girls met by this worker 

end whose confidence she had secured were dissatisfied with 

their home situation because of the domestic conflict 

between their prents. Further investigation revealed that 

much of this conflict centered around the husband's unem- 

ployment and that the wife frequently blamed the husband 

for the family's loss of status. Many of these girls 

were contemplating marriage with no other objective than 

removin themselves from an undesirable home situation. 

The worker indicated that a1thou:h the girls under her 

supervision had, in most instances, no definite occupa- 
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tional experience or trainin: and. no special marketable 

kil1s they viere willinR to attemPt any employment offered 

to them other than domestic service. The fact tha.t dom- 

estic service would, in many cases, offer them wages 

from ten to twenty dollars a month in excess of the twenty 

dollar N.Y.A. scale did not seem to make any difference 

in their attitudes. 

There appears to be some evidence to sup)ort the 

idea that the mental patterns of the unemployed, if the 

period of unemployment Is of sufficient duration and the 

conditions accomoanyin unemolcyment hI:hly distressing, 

closely resemble those of dovmcast InentEl patients. 

A study (32) conducted amon the British unemployed 

of Lancashire produced evidence to substantiate the view 

that there is e. close reltionship between environmental 

conditions and the emotionEl and mental outlook oÍ' the 

individual. Interview ratinn forms were used with various 

groups of mental patientE and unemployed persons. The 

forms were eared to measure outlook on the future. 

"Some (32) of the unemoloyed became as downcast as nen- 

patients having a. negtive and catastroohic outlook" 

The results of this ttudy (32) re not so difficult to 

understand when one considers the fact that many of the 

functIon. i insantties result from environmental situations 

which are characterized by a consistent thwartIn or 

blockinc of instinctive drives. 
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V1111ms (85) e.ohasized the Influence of steady 

employment as e factor in develo2ing the worker's feeling 

of self-worth and summcrizes his discussion with the 

followin statement: "That country is skiddin fast 
toward demoralization which begins to imagine that a man 

receivin $15.00 per week without work is anythinR like 

.alf as well off as a man eerning 3O1OO at his lathe 

or benci." 

Myers (53) takes the view th;t the economic Inse- 

curity recently fEced by teachers has given rise to neur- 

otic tendencies anion: them that are having an unfortunste 

effect uon the mental health of school children and upon 

the quality of the instruction offered. 

There can be little question about te fact thrt 

unemployment sets Into ooeration mental and. emotional bar- 

riers which interfere with the unemployed oersorfs partici- 
patlon in the normal economic and social life of his corn- 

rnunity. His financial status shuts hini out of social 

groups in which he would. normally circulate and serates 
him from aseoc1tions and activities which would bolster 
his feelin: of self-worth. The economic detendence and 

social isolation of "relief clients" is likely to give 

rise to neurotic tendencies owing to the attendant thwart- 

1n of b sic human drives. 

The effect upon children from unemployed and relief 
nomes is likely to be pronounced. Either neurotic ten- 
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ciencies deve1ooe and nurtured in the home become problems 

for the school end make more difficult the tasks of both 

teachers and edministrator, or the acceotance of a 

oermcntly inferior status strikes e death blow at democracy. 
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UNEMPLOYLENT AND RELIEF STiTUS AS RELATED TO THE DE'LOP- 

MENT OF ANTI-bOCIAL ATTITUDES, AITI-SOCIAL CCIDUCT, AND 

GROUP CONFLICTS. 

Public education Is 1ncreas1n1y ftced with the prob- 

lern of restoring faith in public institutions and the econ- 

omic Processes of society. This can be done only by help- 

in_L.. tne indivual in his adjustment to these orocesses and 

institutions. Economic maladjustment in the home and the 

dependence of the family upon oublic aid commonly shatters 

their faith in society's economic processes and institu- 

tional forms. The presence of a vast number of persons 

within a society, who re depend.ent upon ch.rity for 

their suoport, normally increases the social distances 

between and. among the vrrious groups and factions within 

that s'ciety. Antagonistic attitudes, developed in the 

home, and arising from sucn social distances mag, end 

frequently do, find their wey into the school. 

In conversation with a teacher In o small rural school, 

tne author was told. that, in this prticu1Er coiwimlty, 

the relief and non-relief familles were rather evenly 

divided in number, with nearly one-half of the familles 

havin relief status. There was considero1e discord 

betveen the two factions. The non-relief group held a 

coni.escerìding attitude toward those familles who were 

acceptin: relief. This conflict carried over into the 

school-room and playground situations. 
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The children from non-relief homes were reluctant to 

associate witt those ciildren rhose families were acceflt- 

in relief and frequently reminded them of the lower 

status of their parents. This teacher is of the opinion 

that trie situation is intensified because of the fact 

that the non-relief families are very little, if any, 

better situatea from tie standpoint of their standard of 

living than those families wno are receiving public aid. 

Sorokin (78) cites the schools as bein: a fundanien- 

tal kind. of machinery for testin. the abilities of indi- 

viduals and thereby, in part, becomin an agent in deter- 

mining the places they should occupy within our economic 

and aocial stratifications. He does not treat the schools 

as the only agencies of social selection, nr are the ac- 

tivities of the schools thou'ht to consist exclusively 

of social testing--the transmission of culture from gen- 

eration to reneration being their main function. 

A glance at Table I will immediately raise, in t'ne 

reader's mind, a question as to whether the public schools 

in the United States ore conductin' an adequate program 

of social testing, if this i construed to be one of their 

functions. 

Concern is expressed (78) over the increase in college 

attendance and the number of college raduates in the 

United States in relation to the rate of population growth. 



It Is felt thet t'ni8 increase in col1ee attendence 

threatens social stability by decreasin the ability of 

persons holdin degrees to fina positions in proper ac- 

cord. with these degrees. The fo1Lowin' summary may be 

open to criticism, but is worthy of serious consideration 

by educators. "To summarize (78): by increasing the 

raidity of university Traduation; by making graduation 

cornoaratively easy; by singing hymns to the greet signi- 

ficance of university raduation; by payin little atten- 

tion to moral education; and by failure to piece graduates 

in proper positions our universities are preparing dissat- 

isfied elements out of these graduates (the people cursing 

trie existing regime, directly and indirectly helpino its 

underminin), under emergencT conditions caeble of supply- 

inc lederehio for any radical or revolutionary movement." 

While this appraisal (78) of the situation may be 

slightly extreme there can be little objection to saying 

that the past policies of educational institutions in 

holdin themselves forth to the public as stairs wnereby 

the individual may climb to social and economic success has 

played a part in increasing discontent, and thereby contri- 

buted to social instability and disorganization and to 

their own future embarrassment if not great curtailment. 

Not many years beck, institutions of hiher learning 

in trie United States sent recruiters and speakers to 

secondary school commenceu':ents, who attempted to, and did, 



sell co11ee tr31nin to secondary school cradutes on a 

basis of future expectation of monetary returns. They 

emphasised tne value of h1:her education in terms of the 

increased income and the hicher social standinT to be 

derived. It was not uncommon for secondary schools to 

increase their "holdin. power" by pointing out to pupils 

who, before their graduation, had decided to leave school 

the relatively hi:her incomes of persons with secondary 

and college training as comoared with those who had 

terminated their education in the elelLentary schools as 

thu:h the basic difference la.y in the number of years 

spent in school. 

Such tactics on the part of educators in the past 

may or may not have contributed to social disorgsnization 

oy creatin disappointments and resentments among those 

who completed certain educational requirements only to 

find, that they were unable to achieve the desired economic 

of social "promised lands". 

Adverse economic circumstances, it apears, have a 

role in intensifyinc the "social distance" between the 

persons affected and those not affected. The "re" and the 

"they" concepts are strengthened because the insecure 

and the relatively secure cone to feel that each consti- 

tutes a standin threat to the other's security oria 

resoonsible for the other's condition. These antipathies, 
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when carried to trie extre.:e, red'ice to a minimum the con- 

tace between groups and usually lead to secret or to open 

conflict. Group or clique objectives becoroe paraount in 

the minds of the people affected; end the welfare of the 

total society takes a secondary Diace. 

An observer (3) of the unemoloyment situation in 

Enland sees the development of a definite class conscious- 

ness among those persons receivin« unemployment benefits. 

The duration of the unemployment and the concentration 

of the unemployed into definite areas are thou-ht ft have 

influenced the development of a "feeling of kind". 

Rockett (6) sets forth a thesis to the effect that 

unless our unemoloyed and deoendent 2ersons are soon assirn- 

usted into the nation's social and industrial life, there 

is grave danger of trie foriìation of an "out grouo" in 

American society. It is thought that such a grouo, would, 

in time, develop a set of Lnoral, economic, and social 

ercepts distinct and separate from those held by the 

larger society . It is pointed out that these separate 

ideoloies would probably be transmitted from generation 

to generation, thus becomin a social heritage. Possible 

ocrallels are drawn between such an "out group" and 

the'ypay Culture" or the "outcestes" of Hindu society. 

Since lP25 there has developed, In Mlddletown (44.), 

a tendency for the workin class and the unemployed 

to renounce traditional business leadersriip In civic 
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affairs and for them to develo social and. economic ob- 

jectives which are at variance with those held by the 

business classes. 

It is fur-trier noted (44) that a cleavage has devel- 

oped in the business class since the deression, with 

large business advocatin a conservative policy and. a re- 

turn to the laissez faire doctrines of pre-depresslon 

years; while the smaller business people of I.iddletown 

tend in the direction of seekin'e government aid and pro- 

tection and are thouht to have suported the "new deal" 

in the national election of 1935. iddleto's business 

classes no bn er oreserit a united front, and the whole 

community tends in the direction of renouncing the bus- 

mess leadersh1 which had e rcised the major influence 

in the city's civic and political life in the twenties. 

They (44) do not indicate whether or not this situa- 

tion can be interpreted to mean that tiere has developed 

an increased class feelin: in iddletown as a result of 

the deression. It is clear, nevertheless, that when a 

social institution fails to meet, adequately, the needs 

0±' a large body of oersons, it tends to lose its position 

of leadersnip. Its former followers often turn to some 

other institutional form for guidance, and are frequently 

undeserved.ly bitter about the former leadership. 

This writer believes that the deoression has greatly 

increased class feelinT in the United states and that the 
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continued economic dependency of large sections of the 

population will accentuate this feelinc, thus increasing 

the difficulties of the work of the schools and settin 

new oroblems for them to solve if they re to retain the 

amount of prestige which they still have. 

Whether or not the dependent population of the Uni- 

ted States tends in the direction of developing social 

values and objectives uistinct and different from those 

held by the larger society is not known at the date of 

this writin. Two observers (2, 23) who have been closely 

connected with Federal relief oranizet1ons since their 

inception, note the development of a "feelinr of kind" 

among "relief clients" and their organization Into 

"pressure groups". 

More or less oermanent pauper classes have developed 

in man:.r societies. All modern nations, have their depen- 

dent peoples. In two societies, namely those of India 

and China, the Indigent populations have reached such 

proportions that one may properly say that in these coun- 

tries rnendicancy is institutional. In China (6) the num- 

ber of dependent persons has become so larc'e that the beg- 

gars have organized themselves into associations and are 

able to levy a tribute upon legitimate business by the 

use of coercive tecnniques. Many of the Chinese begring 

guilde have become powerful political and military factors 

which are able to force the rest of society to support 
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then. These guilds transmit their philosophy an occu- 

pational techniques from generation to generation end, 

in this sense, they may be said to be highly Institu- 

t lone liz ed 

While the United States is orobably in no greve dan- 

ger of f1ndin itself wit a large dependent population 

aimiler to tnat of China, there remains a possibility that 

those persons who are now dependent upon public assistance 

may come to accept their position as the usual thing end 

their legitimate right. In this sense, the United States 

ay develop a permanent pauper class. 

"Five generations of e begging family (22), in e 

southern city of 160,000 Inhabitants, reveal a transmitted 

social pattern. Beging developed as a means of liveli- 

hood after an economical. . dependent family withdrew 

from the vicinity of a kinship group who had su000rted 

them. The family solidarity carried over, end social 

agencies found it impossible to make any contributions 

that were not distributed aaon all members. The succeed- 

In.- generations werc born and reared as beggars, and the 

children acquired the philosophy, and the technical know- 

ledge of beggars. The intelligence quotients of this group 

were not low enough to furnish an explanation." 

The conditions which surroun6 dependency and extreme 

poverty are likely to condition adversely the social atti- 

tudes of the persons affected. The more severe the candi- 
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tions and. the lonrer t:ie duration of the condit1onin, 

trie gre3ter tne possibility that an "out group" composed 

of dependent persons who feel no community of Interest 

Ith the rest of society may make its epperce in the 

United States. It must be remembered that anti-social 

conduct is commonly preceded by the development of anti- 

social attitudes. Since t'ne develooment of proper atti- 

tudes and proper conduct Is one of the functions of the 

scriool, it follows thEt the school mi ht well take cog- 

nizance of t'ne relief situation es regards its possible 

relationship to the development of anti-social attitudes 

and anti-social conduct. 

Lazarsfeld (41) found that wIdespread unemployment 

In an Aus in villa. e Inrea sed the severity and the num- 

ber of personal denunciations and conflicts between and 

amon, inhabitants 

A study (75) in a. California school district, of chu- 

dren from transient familles revealed that these children 

exhibit with a hi' 'her than usual frequency the more ser- 

ious forms of anti-social behavior. It would apoear, in 

this instance (75) that anti-soci.al conduct is related to 

mobility and some Investi'ators (21, 43) are of the opinion 

that dependency and transiency re related. 

A 1933 survey (46) of en industrial home for delin- 

quent girls showed that fifty-six percent of the Inmates 

were from families who had accepted or were accetIn- 
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relief within a period of two years orlar to the date 

of t:e survey. 

In Long Beach, California, geocrraohlcPl areas (43) 

of delinquency, noò11ity, and dependency were charted and 

points of central tendency for each factor deterrrined. 

All three factors were fourd to be concentrated in two 

areas of that city. Points of central tendency were sir'- 

llar but not identical for factors. The followin 

coefficients of correlation with their probable errors 
were derived: delinquency and relief, 0.4?, P.E. 0.12; 

delinquency and ILobility, 0.27, P.E. 0.14; relief and 

mobility, 0.33, P.E. 0.13. 

Duncan (is) finds tnat: "Occupations whici are sea- 

sanai and mostly urban have a higher cr1.e rete than those 

occupations which give steady work or re rural." 
Adler (i) is of the ooinion tha.t a feelin of mae- 

curit is a fundamental ttribute o the criminal person- 

ality. In describin the criminal, he says: "He always 

oproses social bonds, hence always sees himself aining 

his ends by force rather than by coopertion.. ........... 
He has never felt security in society and noti'ing is done 

to teach him to develop this sense of security." 
Sch1esin'er (69) takes a view similar to that taken 

by Adler but places more emphasis uon fear as an important 

factor in anti-social conduct. He describes what he be- 

lieves to be the fundamental psycìioloical mechanism behind 
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anti-social conduct as follows: "The critiinal in his anta- 

gonism toward generai society is driven by fear and con- 

trolleci. by his inability to secure a place in the re.ular 

social order." 

In sup ort of the idea that economic conditions 

play an imoortant part j trie deve1oment of social atti- 

tudes, it was found (6E) in a study of 30'O persons, that 

there were differences between tLle employed and the unem- 

ployed in their attitudes toward economic conditions. 

"Attitudes were imortantiy conditioned by age, by the sit- 

uation of livin at home or away from home, and by whether 

or not both of the parents were unemployed." The group 

studied consisted of high school pupils, college students, 

oersons on rel±ef, teachers, and other adults. The atti- 

tude scales used were intended to measure feelin of in- 

feriority, family adjustment, economic conservatism, 

attitudes toward law, and the valu2 of education. 

A study (28) was made of 1500 youn: offenders, six- 

teen to twenty years of age, sentenced to the Illinois 

State Reformtory at Pontiac. Their offenses were orim- 

arily acquisitive in nature. The grouP revealed evidences 

of vocational maladjustment. They had left school when, 

on an average, only fifteen years of age. Over a period 

of three years they had held a meen number of three dif- 

ferent jobs. Their eoploment had tended to be inter- 

mittent and their pay low. They tended to ascribe to 
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forces beyond their control their frequent changes of 

jobs. Few had received any vocational guidance. The 

author (28) believes tìat the school should either make 

Itself more attractive to boys such s these offenders or 

it should shoulder pert of the resPonsibility for helping 

to give triem a good start as workers, but does not offer 
su::getions of ways in which this could be done. 

Payne (59) thinks that: "The lack ofility to 

maintain oneelf on a sound econmIc basis opens wide the 

doors to non-social conduct of all kinds." The unemploy- 

ment of engineers was found (26) to play an important 

part in conditiontng adversely their attitudes toward 

employers as a class. 
It is thought (73) that the deoression and unernploy- 

ment have been responsible for a greater complexity of 

emotional involvements In fiiily life wLich are hav1n 

a negative effect U?Ofl the attitudes and conduct of chU- 

dren. Minehen (48) mentIons that many o the boy and girl 
tramps that he encountered claim to have left home because 

of the economic situation of their oarents and that most 

cf tece children were from relief homes. Schuinaker (73) 

thinks that the depression made boys and girls leave home 

to escape naggin because they had no jobs and were a 

burden to tìieir already overburdened parents. 

Police court records (73) in Cleveland, Ohio, reveal 

that each year of the deoresslon has increased the number 
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of girls brought in for "soliciting". The records shovT 

that these girls are youner than in Previous years. 

Schurnaker (73) is of the opinion that the economic de- 

pression has played a prominent tart in increasin the 

amount of stealin done by youn«er children but offers no 

sup :'orting evidence. 

A French investitor (5) is of the opinion that 

economic conditions are rarely the direct cause of delin- 

quency although they play a predominant part In creating 

other conditions favorable to its develooment. Poverty 

(65) is treated as a relative concept with its effect ori 

conduct dependent upon the Dossessions of others in the 

environ.aent and the individual's past economic situation. 

It is recognized (65) that extreme or rapid economic changea 

in any direction are likely to shake the morale of 

individuals and society; but there seems to be some dif- 

ference of opinion among writers as to the part that econ- 

ornic conditions olay in anti-social conduct or juvenile 

delinquency. According to Kirkpatrick (34) there has been, 

since 1916, a steady decline in the number of cases coming 

before the juvenile court in Cleveland, Ohio. This decline 

has continued through depression years. The decline is 

attributed to the activity of relief agencies and to the 

increased number of cnildren attendin: secondary schools. 

No significant difference (4) was found in the economic 

status of delinquents and. non-delinquents, according to a 

study of cases of theft in Detroit. 



??hen fifty children were measured (50) for their 

attitude toward their orents, by the use of the "sin'-:le 

free association Interview", it was found that children 

from the economic middle class manifested compretive1y 

the most healthy attitude toward their Parents. The 

wealthy children were next, and the poor cbldren last. 

"Allowin- for individual variations within each group and 

for disarity between economic level and economic security, 

the findings cre considered to indicate: (a) that coon- 

omic insecurity promotes or Is associ.ted with eot1onal 

insecurity, (b) that economic security (h1:.hest econo!r.ic 

level) does not imply enot1onl security, and therefore, 

such factors as low mobility, amcunt of neighborhood 

contacts, and the centerin of activities in the home are 

r.ore imortent than economic status as such, and (c) that 

the balance and security in personal organization attained 

by the middle cls& group are all too often not associated 

with enrichment of personality or variability f response." 

Eouse rentals were used as indices of economic Position. 
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THE EFFECT OF UNEPLOYLINT UPON INITIATIVE, VOLITIOJAL 

Q,UALITIES, AND SC}iOOL 'IORX. 

There are indications to the effect that prolonged 

unemoloyment throws its victims into a state of physical 

and mental lethargy which seriously interferes with pur- 

poseful activity. Objectives tend to lose their hold on 

human thought and life activi.es recede into a purpose- 

less cycle of eating, sleeoing, and sitting. Goals and 

objectives which re apoarently necessary to normal hu- 

man behavior drop out of the victim's life situation since 

some success in their attainment aoears to be necessary 

to their maintenance. 

The development of defeatist attitudes among relief 
families and particularly arion children from relief homes 

presents a seTious problem to the schools in the sence that 

such attitudes make motivation difficult and. interfere with 

pupil achievement. The ps:chologlcal concet 0±' success 

as a breeder of further success and of defeat s making 

easier successive defeats is quite imoortant in relation 

to the effect of unem'lcyment or relief status upon the 

acconiílishment and initiative of the persons so affected. 

The proble.. of giving children from dependent and 

unemployed. families objectives, standards, arid a desire 
for achieaient In the face of an eccnmic situation which 

is typically laokin in these attributes is tremendously 

imortant and will probably remain a chl1ene to public 



education for a long time to come. 

A study (41) made with t;e ourose of determining 

the psychological effects of unemployment was conducted 

in an Austrian villac:e of 1,500 inhabitants of whom all 

except eighty were unemployed. The population was class- 

ified witfl respect to their attitudes toward their present 

situation. Thirty-nine per cent were esti1Eted as "bra- 

ken'forty-eeven per cent s "resigned"; and only fourteen 

per cent as ttunbrokeii" or normal in 2ttitude. "There is 

(41) a positive correlation between the series of atti- 

tudes and the present income of the individuals, which 

indicates psychic collapse 1f the conditions continue. 

of the young only the apprentices have any plans for the 

future The attitude of resignation is best illustrated 

in the attitude toward politics, hithert. the central 

point of public intellectual life Fpers are not retid 

when supplied. gratis individuals resign from political 

organizations even thouh dues may not be required and 

they no loner debate at the spafsely attended meetinrs. 

The number of personal denunciations against each other 

is increased, which indicates t.at the need of conflict 

has been reduced from the level of politics to sorne 

lower stratum. Cne of the big problems is wriat to do with 

the thing unemployment has given of most abundantly-- 

time." 

This study (41) throws light upon the lethargy rault- 
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Ing from the continued facin of a hopeless situation or 

a situation over which the individual feels that 'ne has 

little or no control and reveals tne detrimental effect 

of unemployment upon achievement, initiative, and inter- 

ests. It would seem that many of the group mentioned have 

come to sonsider tneir situation so hopeless that they 

withdrew from comoetition without struggle and. find 

apathy toward their pli «ht preferable to a fight against 

it. 

In Lidd1etovm (44) on the other hand, it was found 

that library circulation increased durinr the deoression 

althouh magazine and newspaper subscritions fell off. 

theBe results are in direct opposition to the 

findings of Lazarefeld (41) it is well to remember that 

iidd1etown's 000ulation at no time durin tue depression 

found itself in the dire economic straits of the people 

of arientha1--where almost t'ne entire 000ulation haì 

lost its means of gaininc- a livelihood. 

A German study (9) was made to determine the effect 

of social conditions upon tne scholastic abilitir of chu- 

aren. In this study an examination was made of theschool 

marks of 656 children, seventy-seven of whose fathers 

were unemployed. Trie average mark of the whole grouo was 

2.8 (on a scale of five degrees--one beIng the highest). 

The average mark of the crdld.ren with unemployed fathers 



ws 3.15. The marks were compared before 8nd after the un- 

e..1oyrnent of the parents. It was found that the grades of 

the chiiiren witn unemployedì fathers were not inferior to 

the average prior to the fatner's uneo1ovent but dr000ed 

soon after. This attests to the effect of social conditions 

uon trie scholastic achievement of school children. 

Trie marks of children (75) from transient families 

were studied in a California school district. The tran- 

sient children cnstituted about twenty oer cent of the 

school oopulation. They were found to be retarded in 

achievement and grade placement but normal in intelligence. 

"An exhaustive study (32) was made of a group of 

fifty fourth grade girls, all from trie same school in the 

same town and under the sanie teacher and schoolroom condi- 

tions. A comprehensive schedule for determining economic 

and social status was develoDed. The correlation co- 

efficients between items were as follows: school achieve- 

ment and income, .O; Income and socitl status, .92; 

similar relationships were found when other methods of 

treating the material were used." 

Instruction in classes frr the German unemployed 

was found (49) to be difficult because of the antagonis- 

tic attitudes held by the students. Discioline was hard 

to .naintain. Trie reporter (45) considered the antagonis- 

tic attitudes held by these une:: plo:ed students to be the 

inevitable result of the situation with which they were 
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fac ecl. 

An investiation (io) of the comparative :rdes of 

children from employed and unenployed families revealed 

that the unemployment of ocrents quickly owers the school 

marks of the children in about two-thirds of the cases. 

Girls' marks suffer more than boys'. The reatest loss 

in achievement ras found to occur in the younger sre 

groups and amon those children with the highest marks pre- 

vious to the unemployment of their parents. Vhen the unem- 

ployment persisted (io) over a period of from three to 

four years, a furtr decline in scholcstic achievement be- 

came evident. The group studied was not inferior t' the 

school avera;»e orior to the unemployment of their parents. 

the knowlede of this writer, no investigation 

has been made of the effect of relief status uoon the 

scholastic achievement of American children. Such a study 

would become a difficult unaertakinr beceuse o the ooli- 

tic,i situation surrounding the relief organizations and 

the fact that the public schools do not usually possess 

adequate information as tothe economic situation of the 

families from whtch t:eir sc ool 000ulation is drawn 

In an article devoted to the oroblems faced by the 

present day youth of America, May (45) summarizes hie 

appraisal of the prooable effect of continued unen.oloy- 

ment u)on youth as follows "I am convinced that the 
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danger in the present situation is not that these five 

million youth will start a revolution or a new political 

party, but that they will stagnate emotionally, lose 

their driving force and become wards of the community." 

As already indicated, there is a large body of f rag- 

nientary material available which tends to indicate very 

definitely tflat unemployment and economic deoendency have 

a negctve e.fect upon the ouality of school work. How 

nuch of the relationsio between inferior economic status 

and poor acnievement is the result of inferior mentel 

equioment, whiori is to some deree correlated with infer- 

ior economic stEtus, still remains unknown. The exact 

psychological mechanism underlyin the effect of unerß- 

oloyment upon acuievement has not been determined. It 

woulo. seem that, in order for an individual to exert 

effort in any direction, he must see in thst effort some- 

thinr: advantageous to his personal welfare. 
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IMPLICATIONS WHICH RELIEF PPLESENT TO 

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND GUIDANCE. 

THE NEED FOR A CLOSER RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CURRICULAR 

OFFERINGS AND OCCUPATIONAL DEb'ANDS. 

A canvass of business firms (56) in Napa, Califor- 

nia, who were emoloying grdutes of Napa Union High School 

revealed a large discrepancy between the curricular offer- 

ings of t'ne high school and tne courses which emoloyers 

thouht it desirable for their employees to have. The 

ten courses considered by employers to be necessary In the 

pursuit f their businesses, in the order of their highest 

frequency of mention were: commercial arithmetic, book- 

keeping, spelling, tycing, salesmanship, shorthand, pen- 

ìianship, filin, secretarial training, and junior business 

training. On the other hand, eon the courses least fre- 

quently nientioned as necessary in the er.ployers business 

were oublic sfleaking, journalism, commercial law, ma- 

chine bookkeeoing, geometry, chemistry, foreign languages, 

machine calculation, and business EnRlish. 

It is well knwn that many of the latter mentioned 

courses are among those most frequently offered by the 

typical secondary school. An irs9ection of the course 

of study for second class hic:h schools in Oregon reveals 

that: foreign language, geometry, junior science, history, 

and English are among the courses required for graduation 
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and that many of tlìe courses wMch have a hi--h frequency 

of mention accordin to the Napa study re either ootional 

or are not offered by Oregon hiv'h schools. On the other 

hand, one may we1 question the value of a onori 

.judments of the members of the business fir'rs wh: sub- 

mitted trie names of the courses which they believed to be 

of value in the secondary school trainin. -T.reover, 

only a small oercentage of the hi'h school pupils entered 

t:e employment of these firms. 

A study (54) of the ratio of oubli school enroll- 

ments in l927-l28 in certain vocational subjects to the 

number of workers in those vocations accordin to the 

1939 census reveals a large discrepancy between school 

enrollments and occupational demands. There was found to 

be an overproduction of stenoraohers in general and of 

male steno:raph rs in particulsr. There was found also 

to exist a serious underproduction o± clerical and 

sales workers. Anotner study (54) indicates that the 

shortìand and tzoewritin- skills which are developed in 

the school are far in excess of the skills demanded in 

the occuoations usin tuose skills. 

A reoort (57) of sinificant facts derived from a 

detailed job analysis of fifty industrial concerns in 

inneeoolis, St Paul, end Duluth, Linnesota, grives a 

picture of sen1-skilled workers oerforminr routine oper- 

ations th't can be learned in an amazin'lv short oeriod 
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of ti.rne. "It is difficult to see just whet contribution 

our t:pical vocational education program can make to 

persons destined for such an occupationa.1 world." 

There is a rowing feelin on the part of sotte 

v:riters that vocational education has sadly neglected 

trinin for the distributive occupations. "The high 

schools (70) are offerin courses for only a small pro- 

portion of those Persons who will later enter the dis- 

tributive occupations u In trie Jnited States as a whole 

one out of every ten persons is en:aged in retail selling 

or some other oranch of the field of distribution. In the 

l3rger cities the proportion of persons ainful1y employed 

in retail distribution is even proportionately larger with 

existing estimates Olacin7 the nuniber of persons between 

eighteen and twenty-five years of ene, engaged in the 

distributive occupations, as constituting one-sixth of 

the total employed population. 

Patrick (56) after a survey of occuoational condi- 

tions faced by raduates of Napa (California) high 

School wrote: "The frct should not be overlooked, how- 

ever, that in the business world there are many more 

salespeople than there are stenoraphers or bookkeepers 

and training in merchandising should not be neglected in 

arranin- the commercial curricula.." 

Dennis (15) was of the opinion that the schools, the 

parents, and. social pressure in Reneral have tended too 



greatly in the direction of emphasizinr' the desir.bilitv 

of the non-manual occupations and stated: "We have come 

to reconize the truth of the staterient of English indus- 

trialists to the effect that unless we believe that 

skilled manual occupations are occupations for educated 

men and women our notion of a widely educated people must 

be abandoned." 

It is thoucht In some quarters that, at present, there 

is a serious shortage of skilled manuel workers. The 

writer was told by a W.P.A. suoervisor that there had 

been such a. decline in the number of skilled construction 

workers and tradesmen on W.P.A. that it is now necessary 

to employ skilled non-relief workers on .P.A. projects. 

This supervisor also mentioned that there had been little, 

If any decline in the number of unskilled, semi-skilled, 

and professlonsi or technical workers on W.P.A. rolls. 

One writer (15) exoressed an opinion to the effect 

that the nation is likely to face a serious shortage of 

skilled manual laborers because of tie restrictions on 

foreign Immigration which formerly supolied an abundance 

of skilled labor from abroad. This writer (15) also sees 

danger in a growìn puolic opinion in the United States 

which imoutes inferiority to manual labor. 

In an ddress to e convention of commercial teachers 

in Philadelphia, the executive secretary of the Life Office 

Management Association (67 pointed out the discrepancy 
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between the commercial curricular offerin:'s and the 

skills deranded in most occupations. It was mentioned 

(6?) that bookkeeoin', shorthand, and cornmercia,l law are 

not among the essential skills demanded in the average 

office despite the fact that courses In these subiects 

are widely offered in the commercial curicule of both 

public end private schools which Profess to train office 

workers. 

He (67) stated further that traditional attitudes 

have Imputed a desirability to office work which has no 

basis in fact and says: "I have always felt tiet the 

desirability of so-called office work is exR''erated in 

the minds of students, parents and perhaps teachers. 

Routine office work In the large institutions of today 

is quite largely of the nature of machine production with 

many jobs parallelIn factory routines. The eotional 

strain of highly repetitive work Is quite severe on many 

types of workers and iob satisfaction is often very low. 

I believe that it is up to the schools to minimize the 

traditional advantages associated with office work and 

to hold a. brief for the fctory and shop trades end store 

salesmanship, the latter especially for boya nd irls 

with hi:h social Intelligence and adaptability." 

A question suests Itself as to whether industry or 

te school Is better able to train er.o1o1ees. It appears 

that when the skills de!nanded in an occuDa.tion are rela- 
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tively simple, an when the nature of the work is ìe- 

ly routine there is little justif1ct1on for the Inclus- 

ion of training for that occupation vithin the vocational 

education program of the schools. On the other hand, 

if an occupation deriiands many skills and a lerfle body 

of soecific inforrtation, in addition to ernployin» a 

large number of workers, training for that occuoation 

is well within the province of the schools. 

It seems that the problems faced by vocational gui- 

dance and vocational education center rounct two focal 

points, naiiely: a proper analysis of human abilities, 

and a correct and detailed analysis of occupational de- 

mande. Education appears to lack both of these. 

In a chapter devoted to "Some of the Unsolved Prov- 

lerns of' Vocational Education" Payne (58) states: "The 

movenent of vocational education is still in tbe promo- 

tian stage. Its philosophy Is not clearly defined and 

there is still need for more Promotion and enlihtenment 

in regard to its true objectives." 

Thorndike (81) finds tht psycholoical tests end 

tests of clerical and mechanical ability when adminis- 

tered to pupils in high ool are of little velue In 

predictin: the later vocational success of these Dupils 

at aes eiteen and twenty. Vocational success wee 

measured In terms of salary received and job satisfaction. 
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It ws thou:rht, however, a hiher reliability miht have 

been secured for the tests a.s prognostications of vocation- 

al success if the group measured hed. been followed to a 

more mature age. School conduct was found to have no 

bearing upon vocational success. 

Pence (59) thought that workers in vocational edu-. 

cation and vocational and educational guidance could 

profit from a study of social and economic trends. It 

is thouht that new methods of doin thinRe, new trends 

in public consumption, and new modes of living are of 

importance to education in the sense that they point 

out probable future occupatioriol develoornents and dis- 

tributions. 

Brewer (e) recognized that adequate vocational gui- 

dance and vocational education rests uoon an analysis of 

occupational demands. he presented a form for follow- 

up with graduates whereby information regarding occupa- 

tional conditions, 0000rturxities for advancement, and 

t'ne secific skills used in the occupation can be secured 

from graduates, t'neir Parents, and their employers. 

There is some evidence to supDort the view that much 

vocational maladjustment is the result of personalit: 

defects and the inability of workers to a.d..just to and 

get alon with fellow-workers. This raises a question 

a.s to whether personality traits are subject to modifica- 

tion and whether or not theT can be materially improved. 
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An enewer to this question is very iriportant to those 

who are interested in anci atternoting to bring about the 

vocational rehabilitation of the unemployed. 

}Ioopingarner (29) thouht that personality traits 
can be improved by training. His opinion is based upon 

observations growing: out of experience with a course in 
"Personality Improvement" offered, since 1924, by the 

New York University School of Commerce. ieasures were 

ievised for the follöwing personality traits: imosìe- 
ness, initiative, observation, concentrton, construc- 

tive imagination, decision and adaptability, 1erdeiship, 
oraniz1nc ability, expaion, and knowledge. The measures 

were applied to students tacL. : the coirse and remedial 

action taken whenever defects apoeared. AO objective 
data are iven regardinc the outcomes of this course, n'r 
is any description gien of the methods designed to bring 

about improvement of the personality or the means used 

to measure personality or personal imorovement. 

Fuss (20) thinks th8t unemoloyment among intellec- 
tuai workers arises from the same conditions that gie 
rise to unemployment among unskilled and semi-skilled 
workers. "In t e coal mines, for example, the sa'e causes 

roduce unemployment amon:' enineers as anìon miners." 

It is stated (20) that unemployment amon: intellectual 
workers was noticeable as early as 191G. The tendency 

for professiorl people in general and for physicians 
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and attorneys in particular to abandon private practice 

and become salaried employees is mentioned althouh no 

dt are Riven. The writer (20) thinks that the profess- 

ional market should be organized in much the same manner 

es the market for manual labor. 

A study (17) of t:e social and economic character of 

unen1oyment in Philadelohia in 1930 showed that unemploy- 

ment was more severe among wage earners under tv;enty- 

one years of age than amon-r those who were older. The 

duration of unemployment was found to be longer for execu- 

tives and skilled workers than for semi-skilled clerical 

workers and laborers. Mature workers tended to remain 

unenìloyed 1onrer than did younger workers. 

There is a question as to whether or not trainin 

for high occupational levels ftcilitates or interferes 

vith the adiustment of a person to an occupation below the 

level of hi traininc'. Study should be made of this prob- 

lem, as an answer would give valuable pointers for voca- 

tional education. In short, does loss of occupational 

status set into operation emotional barriers which inter- 

fere with achievement on a lower occupational level than 

that formerly held, even thou-'h the person is otherwise 

ohysically and mentally capable of a high level of oerfor- 

mance in the new occupation 

Innumerable occupations are regarded as degrading 

by many people because they offend the physical person, 
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require no intellectual effort, involve menial personal 

service, subject one to the authority of minute details, 

stunt personal growth, or because they re usually carried 

on by members of an inferior rece or other person who are 

regarded as inferior. How vocational education can con- 

tribute to a satisfactory adjustient to these unsatisfy- 

in occupations which make up the bulk of all occupational 

activity has not yet been determined. 

Americe has not, as yet, developed a peasant class 

or a class of menial servants wo accept an inferior sta- 

tus readily. The traditions of American life are charac- 

terized by an unceasincç strivîn on the part of all classes 

to gain a status slightly or greatly su3erior to that 

which they may happen to occupy at the given time. No 

one knows whether the Aierican relief population tends 

in the direction of bein content with its status or 

whether it will take a cue from labor and organize its 

efforts to secure benefits.over and above those now re- 

ceived. If it is satisfied with its status, tnerein lie 

tae beginnings of a peasant class; 1f not, material out 

of which a revolutionary class can be formed is in the 

making. 

Is it ooesible for vocational education to give 

youn: people a. desire to follow the more menial ocOupa- 

tons? If not, what can be done to facilitate the adjust- 

ment of these young people in unsatisfactory occupations 
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after they have been forced into them by sheer econoic 

Pressure? From a survey (31) of a township in western 

Pennsylvania it apnears that although fifty-seven per cent 

of the workers are eriìployed in soft co1 min1n, not one 

of 200 hi'h school boys conternpltes entering that indus- 

try. There is talk in educ8tional circles about the desira- 

bility of preparin: the child for s rapidly chening occupa- 

tional world. This literature is typically lacking in con- 

crete suggestions of any sort. No one appears to know what 

skills or knowledge a child should have to be able to face 

a world in wnich many occuoations are supoosedly undergoing 

a rapid rete of chen;'e. In fact, there is doubt as to 

whether occupational obsolescence is occurrini: at the ter- 

rific rete indicated by sorne writers. An analysis (19) of 

twenty-tv.o different occupations in 1930 end acein in 1935 

showed that, although changes have effected detailed methods, 

the major activities remain relatively unchanged. 

No one knovs whether a greeter or lesser degree of 

skill Is required to pursue a given occu;ation today than 

was the case ten years ago and even less is known as to 

the orobeble statue or position that an occupation will 

occuoy ten years in the future. There is not enough 

ecreement arnon economists as to the probable direction 

of future economic end industrial developments to warrant 

educators in their attempt to set un vocational education 

programs to meet future needs. It would seem that voca- 

tional education will have to take its cues from 
the present. 



It is not known whether or not the increased mechan- 

ization of industry is reducing the opoortunities for 

employment or whether the increased oroduction enà con- 

sumotion made oossible by mechanization has created more 

end new kinds of employment. On this ooint there are 

two schools of economists in direct conflict. Vocational. 

education does not know whether to expect a longer or a 

shorter workin day in industry, more or less employment, 

or simuler or more comolex tasks for employees. 

Viteles (84) takes the view that technological uneni- 

ployment is a very real oroble to society and to educa- 

tion and cites the followin: problems which tecbnolo:ical 

unemployment presents to vocational education and to psycho- 

lo gy 

(a) "Is there a srall number of basic capacities under- 

lying skill wìich can be developed in order to create 

in the Individual a set of fundamental skills that 

can be used in many jobs, thereby providing for 

adaptation to rapidly chan..ing forms of work? 

(b) "Is there a transfer of skill? How can it be used 

in oromotin a better adaptation of the worker? 

(c) "Is it possible to make early in the life of the 

individual an analysis of specific abilities and 

other traits as a basis for outlinin a training 

program?" 

As things now stand it is only possible to answer the 
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above question In the negative. Those studies (Fl) 

that have been made regrdin transfer of training indi- 

cate, for the most part, that only Identical elements 

transfer into the new situation and that much depends on 

the intellience and learning aggressiveness of the 

learner. 
Tu'well (83) outlined his tneory of occupational 

obsolescence as follows: "Occupational obsolescence is 

technological unemployment plus. It is an aU-embracing 

term designed to cover the ways in whicìì workers become 

separated from tneir jobs. This is a matter that hs 
always trouoled industrial civilization. Tie is a mat- 

ter that calls for a. re-examination of the economic doc- 

trine that improved efficiency Increases rather than de- 

creases economic actIvity that it benefits rather than 

Injures the 1aborin classes. It becomes increasingly 

difficult to acceDt the thesis embodied in the reasoning, 

for instance, that reduced prices are always, or even 

generally, translated in reduced coste or that an Imoroved. 

technique does not disolace more workers than Is comoen- 

sated for by an increased delLand for the product." 



ARE LOW ECONOMIC POSITION, RELIEF STATUS, AND UNEMPLOYMENT 

SELECTIV. OF NATURAL ABILITY, VOCATIONAL EFFICIENCY, MTD 

EDUCATIONAL STATUS 

The Otis Higher Forr A. Test of ?Lental Ab111t wss ad- 

ministered (56) to 144 men between the ages of fifteen and 

fifty who were unenmioved and receiving vocational assis- 

tance from a "Job Counselin- Servicett under te supervis- 

Ion of the boston Y.M.C.A. Three ter cent (56) had I.Q. 

scores ranging from 80-90 and were classified es dull; 

forty per cent fel' into the avera:e grou with I.Q.'s 

rngin from 90-110; thirty per cent were considered to 

be superior wit:. I..'s from 110-120; twenty-one per cent 

of the group were found to have made I.Q. scores rnc'ing 

from 120-135, wic olaced them in the very suerior class- 

Ification When this group were considered in terms of 

the amount of formal schoolin comoleted, it was found 

that all of them had finished trie eighth grade; 93 had 

:reduated from high school; and 24 held college degrees. 

This group of unemployed men (56) was found to be 

distinctly suoerior to tne general population in terms of 

botn educationaL accomplishment and intelli::ence. The 

writer of this triesis would not o so fFr as to say triat 

this is true of the unemployed poDulation in general. 

There remains t:e probability that the better class of 

une:oloyed en tend to avail themselves of Y.M.C.A. em- 

ployu:ent services more readily than do the less gifted. 



Silber (?6) maintains: (a) that intei1ience Is only 

one factor in vocational success; (b) tha.t the ty3e of 

the intelli:ence is more irnortnt than the intelii''ence 

quotient; (c) that intei1ience tests do not give an 

insight into intelligence type and that only a comlete 

personality diagnosis can do so; (a) that the correlation 

between intelligence quotient, measurenent throuRli accom- 

olis'nment tests, and. success in vocation can give no ade- 

quate solution of the oroblem. He holds that intelligence 

is no safe criterion for determining vocational adapt- 

abili t y. 

A study (36) was conducted with 124 ore-school chu- 

dren to determine the relationship between the intelli- 

gence of children and the economic status of their rents. 

half of tne roup were from tne Hull House (Cbicago) area 

and half were from the homes of wealthy cultured peole 

who coula afford to live in tue suburbs. The two groups 

were matched for cronloical age . The average a'e for 

botn groups was three years. Each child was iven the 

errill-Palmer Tests. }Lore than seventy per cent were 

also given tne Stanford Binet Tests. "On the Stanford 

Binet scale,v*re language ability is the dominant fac- 

tor, the children from cultured homes were found to be 

markedly superior to the children from the tene.ents. On 

certain non-verbal tests, especially motor tests, the 

children from Hull l!iouse do better tnan te orivile-ed 



grou." The author (36) attributes the extre e differen- 
ces In inte1igence aondu1ts of the various economic 

and. social stratas to differences In environmental stir- 

roundinrs and the superior educstional opDortunities corn- 

monly afforded to sicietr's upper economic levels. The 

mass tendency for superior intelligence to be oositively 

correlated with suoerior economic status is recognized. 

However, the author gravely questions the social philo- 

sophy which sees the poor and their orogeny inevitably 

destined to inferior roles in society because of an innate 

lack of capacity. 

It should be noted triat this study (36) was conducted 

witi very young children and that the investi-ator did 

not take into account the fact that a differentil rate 

of neural rraturetion micht account, in pert, for a posi- 

tive relations.i1 between intellience and economic status 

which is more evident among adults than aiiion children of 

preschool age. It must be remembered that social selec- 

tion has had time to operate among adulte but not among 

children whose economic status is dependent upon the 

abilities of their parents rather than upon their own dis- 

play of ability in copin with economic forces. 

Kawin's study (36) is of significare to the pur- 

poses of this paper since it was conducted with children 

from homes in the Hul. Rouse neighborhood of Chicago. 

Tnis nei:hborhood, a tenement section of the city, has 
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a high incidence of dependency and òeiinquency and the 

bulk of Chicago's relief, foreign, and marginal popula- 

tion reside in the vicinity of Hull HouBe In an indir- 

ect manner this study (38) reveals someting of the 

relative natural ability of indigent and dependent people. 

Goddarcis' study (24) of the family tree of Debora 

Kallikak, the feeblemindedugbter of feebleminded parents, 

indicates tt the girl's lack of natural ability and the 

difference between her performance and that of normal 

children did not become evident at an early age but 

became increasingly apparent with the passage of time. 

Tnis child was afforded the same educational, cultural, 

and. recreational opoortunities as Goddards' own son. 

There are many similar studies showin; the same conclu- 

s Ions. 

Cattell (12) in a study of the intelli.ence of ten- 

year-oids in a tyical English Industrial city and in 

twenty scattered villa.es and hamlets discloses that nation- 

al intelligence in England is declining at an estinated 

rate c1f one I.Q. point every ten years. It apoears that 

the lower economic, social, and intellectual strata of 

British society have a proo:tionately hiher birth rate 

than those of the upper strata of the same society. The 

decline in national intelligence is accounted for In 

terìs of the differential fertility. 

If present cumulative rates of decline in national 
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inte11irence continue, it is thouTht (12) that within 

a oeriod of thirty years there will be a twenty-four 

per cent increase in mental deficiency. 

It is to be re:retted that the study (12) did not 

mention the relative fecun.ity rete of the British unern- 

ployed anti that it failed to make comparison of the intell- 

igence test scores of children from u.nemployed. homes with 

the &verage of the grouo studied. A1thouh a difference 

(12) is established In te intellectual abilIt,r of the 

seParate economic and social levels of British society, 

nothin is revealed, exceot by inference, of the dif- 

ference between the meen intelliRence of the en.oloyed 

and te unemployed populations. 

Although a positive relationshlo between the poss- 

ession of a high de:ree of intelligence and the tendency 

to work at a hIh vocational level bas been established 

by sever:1 Investi:Etors in studies where the subjects 

wee emoloyed, it is not positively known whether the 

sa.e relationshio holds true wen applied to the modern 

relief population. 

Several of the studies which follow indicate a. posi- 

tive reationshi between intellirence and socio-economic 

status and. between inte11ience and. occuatìona1 status. 

In only three of these studies, (ii, 34, 72) can the 

subjects of the study be considered as being truly repre- 

sentative of modern d.eperident peoples and. theEe studies 
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apply principally to mi;rants--thus giving little infor- 

mation about the probable abilities of resident relief 

populations. 

A report (45 ) from the Central Intake Bureau of the 

Transient Service of the F.E.Pt.A. in Los Angeles, California, 

snown that arnon five thousand transient boys betveen the 

ages of fifteen and twenty, sixty per cent had at least 

sorne high school education and. forty per cent were high 

school T'raduates. In comparison with the above figures 

(45) it was found in l33O that less than one per cent of 

Middlet3wn's population (44) had finished the twelfth 

grade. It appears that the transient and indigent boys 

seekin F.E .FLA. aid in Los Angeles, California, are 

not inferior to the general population in terms of the 

amount of schoolin convleted and. that when measured by 

this yardstick (length of schooling) they are distinctly 

suoerior to the general copulation. It is to remembered, 

however, that Middletown's population is co1:osed of 

dults of all ages, many of whom have not had the educa- 

tional opportunities, wiich are now so commonly afforded 

to yOU.fl: people. 

A study (li) of 50G cases was undertaken in an effort 

to determine whether or not the mental ability of transients 

varies from that of the population as a wriole. TLIe mean 

I.Q. for the white transients was seventy-three, and that 

for the negro tranients was fifty-eight. "Unlike the 



inteLli:'ence quotients of adults generally, which bave 

frequently been shown to be distributed according to an 

aporoximation to the normal curve of orobability, the 

ratings of the transients were characterized by a large 

grouping in the lower I.Q. levels. Those who had been 

uneployed for less thsx six months ranked hichest in 

mental ability. Tnere was virtually no difference In the 

rankin of those who had been unemployed for longer 0er- 

jods»' It must be re!embered, however, that what is 

true of the transient relief population need not also 

be true of the resident relief population. It may be that 

transiency is more selective of oersone of a lower level 

of ability than is relief status. 

"Consideration (34) of the educational attainments 

and intelli"ence-test scores of 500 transient men on 

relief in Ne York City in 1935 shows that these men have 

an avers e mental age of 12.14 years and that they have 

reached an average school grade of 8.03. Data from o'r- 

tial correlaticns would seem to indicate that educational 

maladjustments are of greater significance than inferior 

mentality in the problem of transients." 

Studies showin s relationship between degree of 

intelli'ence and amount of schoolin or between intelli- 

gence and vocation1 self-sustenance or between amount of 

schooling and vocational sefi-subsistence follow. 
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A study was made ('2) of 16,'?3 destitute male trs- 

velers, 2,000 seamen, the heads of 225 wanderin families 

end 35 women transients who apolied for ai in a northern 

cit. A reviewer summarizes tne findine witn reference 

to this grou as follows: "Very tersely, they (the un- 

attached men) are youn: factory hands roamin rrre or 

less aimlessly in search of work, havin2 been 'fed un' 

with idleness at home. They come from cities within a 

radius of 500 miles. ¿alf of them are less then thirty 

years of age. !cst are net interested in what formal 

school has to offer, are slightl" below average in academic 

ability, have had very little more ttìan elementary school- 

infl., are l.Trgely unskilled or semi-skilled workers, and 

are In surprisingly ood health. A small Percentage, but 

a substantial absolute number, are of superior ability 

(about 1,600 were estimated tc be capable of professional 

training). The seamen re iddle-aged as a roun, are 

academically less aPt, and have had less schooling than 

the landemen, and are well oranized Fmilv heads were 

very similr to the unattacried landsmen, thouh somewhat 

older. The favllies usually wandered because of loss of 

residence. Lone women wandererE are more able than men, 

thouh definitely less stable. Camp residence appeals to 

those over forty-five years of age. Those who stooed 

resoonded well to camp life. As a general preventive 

measure to ston transiency, work ororams and ood school 



and recretion1 facilities in the hone communities re 
urged. As a remedial procedure to prevent further wan- 

derin', work programs with more than euìistence and. 

care in the city shelters are stronly suggested." 
The groups studied (72) were s.ightly below normal 

in academic ability thus lendinz some support to the 
idea triat deoendency tends to be negatively selective of 

natural ability. The relationship between indigency and. 

poor scholastic aptitude is n,t larRe since nearly one 

0er cent of the group (72) was estimated to be capable of 

orofessional training. The exact difference in the schol- 
astic aptitude scores of the transients studied, as corn- 

pared with the national norms for the measures used, is 
not revealed.. 

"An analysis (i3) was made of the schoolin completed 

by 26,898 transients registered. for relief in Septe::ber, 

1934, at the Federal Emergency Relief Admitiistration 

Bureaus of thirteen representative cIties. Transients, 
those who leave their home comitiunities in favor of life 
on the road, do not on the average differ grossly in the 
amount of schoolinL from the resident population. Among 

the transients, amount of schoolin' bears an inerse 
relationship to age. Of those under twenty-seven years 

of age, only 31% have had. less than a grammar school edu- 

cation. Native white transients have educations superior 

to other groups, foreign-born whites rank second, and 
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iLexicens lowest Certain cit ie seem t attract a higher 
class of transients than do others. Denver, Lo Anelea, 
and Seattle, for exaniole, re iodes for t'ne superior. 
Transients in the south tend to rank low educationally." 

A study (62) was made of the intelligence test scores, 
acces and lengths of schoolin of a factory populatlo:. of 

9,075 men who were divided into forty-four occupational 
grouPs. The occational groupings were class±fied 
according to the estimated amount of intelligence required 
to pursue successfully each occupation. There was found 

to be a 1rge overlapping of the test performance and. 

educu:tìonai levels of the various groups. Hvwever, the 

averages and interquartile ren:es in both the test scores 
a.rd the amount of schoolin received were found to cor- 
relate more tnan .74 with occupational rankin;s based 

upon estimates of the degree of inteliicence required to 
pursue the occupation successfully. "Test scores (62) 

are practically normal in distribution; a'e is skeved 

toward youth." This high poeltive correlation (62) 

between occupational rankin: and the length of school- 

n: miht not hold true were tìie sa.e study to be conducted 

with younger Persons. High schools in past decades were 

less olentiful arid hence more selective of the natural 
ability of those who attended them than are the the high 

schools of today. 

Psychological tests (38) and questionnares were given 



to 300 ep1oyed and 2,000 unerri loyed men. The date secured 

revealed that the employed office clerks were older t:an 

unemployed office clerks. They had completed more grades 

of sohoo1in and had made better clerical test scores than 

tne unemployed clerks. The former occupations of the 

unemployed men were grouped into seven classifications. 

When the men's reoord. were divided into these seven 

classifications, it wes found that intelligence, clerical 

and educational test scores, and. trie years of school corn- 

pleted varied witn the level of these occupational groups. 

"Salesworkers were found to be definitely more emotionally 

stable than any other occupational group", within the 

total group studied. Unfortunately, in the report of the 

above mentioned study (3e) no comparison of the intelli- 

gence test scores of the employed and unep1oyed was made 

or if it was mde, it was not mentioned. Nor Is it knovm 

how much of the difference between the clerical test 

scores of tne employed office clerks and the unemployed 

office clerks was a result of loss of skill through disuse 

and how much could be atbuted. to a difference In natur- 

al ability or to the degree of training. The study (38), 

however, establishes a difference in the degree of skill 

possessed by the employed and the unemoloyed, although 

the source of the difference is not known, and the 

amount of the difference apoears to be slight. 
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WiAen the American Council Psycholoica1 Examination 

and Sim's Socio-Economic score cards were administered to 

758 co11e:e freshmen, it ws diBcovered (14) tnat the 

higher soclo-econoniic centiles were, on an average, more 

intelligent than the lower centiles. A very 8light 

relationship was found between scholarship as measured by 

Edgerton's tables and intelligence as measui by the 

American Council Psychological Examination. However, it 
is thought to be unsafe to predict either intelligence 

or scholarship from soclo-economic status because of 

present absence of any known degree of reliability. 
Comparison was made (87) of the regional distribution, 

vocational placement, and level of citizenship of students 

who were graduated or were %limated from a. trrisiiip high 

school over a Period of ten years. The data indicated 

that more than three-fourths of the former students lived 

in the same community in w.ich they attended hi h school. 

More eliminated students than raduates remained in the 

comnunity. Unemoloyment was much reater amon' elimin- 

ated students than among raduates. "Graduates tend to 

work at a hiThel' vocational level tnan do crot-outs." 

The level of citizenship was found to be mucci higher for 

graduates. This study (87) tends to indicate that the 

secondary school is still, in certain areas, exercising 

its functions of social selection, that graduation from 

hih school still tends to be positively selective of 
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intelli'ence arid. desirable chrscter traits, and. that 

hj'h school rraduates re less likely to become depen- 

dent than are "dro-outs." 

"Of 1,514 high-school students given the Army Aloha 

group Tests of intelligence in 1917, 569 could not be 

located in 1930. The average I.Q,. of tnis latter group 

was 93, whiTe that of the 945 individuals who could be 

located in 1930 was 108." (61) The author (61) found . 

significant correlation between the vocational status 

(Barr Scale) attained by his subjects in the thirteen 

years since they were first tested and teir aerformance 

on the Army Alpha Test. A positive correlation (6i) was 

also found between their intelligence and the duration of 

teir schoolin. Probably the high schools of 1917 exer- 

cised more social selection than do the nigh schools of 

1937. 

The recent reDorts (4) of the Federal Emergency 

Relief and the Civil Works Administration reveal the 

serious condition of a lare 000ulation of unemployed 

who belong to the professional and "white col'ar" classes. 

Since a comparatively hih level of educational attain- 

ment is demanded a.s a prerequisite to entry into most of 

the professional and white collar occupations it aooears 

that relief status is no longer negatively selective of 

educational status as measured by the amount of school- 

ing completed. 
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Bakke (3) finds that in England the unemployment 

problem Is largely concentrated In the roup consisting 

of those who do not continue their education beyond. the 

elementery schools. An examination of a sample of t'ne 

unenioloyed on te re;,'isters in February, 1931, indicated 

tnat 93.6 of the men nd 94.6 of the women had attended 

only trie elementary school. This is orticularly signi- 

ficant since attendence at secondary schools in England 

is determined largely by the ability of candidates to 

pass the matriculation examinations. He (3) summarizes 

his investigation of the school situation in an English 

industrial city by sayin: "The educationa.1 outlook does 

not extend beyond the a:e of fourteen for most children 

and children far outnumber labourers' child- 

ren among triose who continue school." 

Vhen a comparison (82) was made of the scholastic 

records of S.E.R.A. and non-S.E.R.A. students at the 

University of Southern California, it was found that the 

S.E.R.A. students excel slightly the non-S.E.R.A. group 

in ooth scholastic ability and scholastic achievement 

and is slirhtly more homogeneous in both of these traits. 

This stud' (82) Is significant because of the fact tha.t 

S.E.R.A. students tend to come from families of lower 

economic status than do non-S.E.R.A students. It is 

to be remembered, however, that the S.E.R.A. students 

chosen are much more hirhly selected and represent a smal- 
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1er proportion of tue whole group then do the non-S..R.A. 

students studied. 

Tables from the W.P.A. census of 1935 which five the 

previous occLiDations of persons on relief are included 

in this paper since these table reveal something of the 

vocationpi skil] and educational background of "relief 

clients" It is to be noted that the oossession of a 

ratter high degree of intelligence and tue completion of 

specified educational recuirernents are orerequisites to 

entry into a nuber of the occupations listed in these 

tables. Thus, it is indicated that a. small but absolute 

number of the ersons on relief in Oregon in :.:arch, 1935, 

were suerior to the general population in terms of: 

(a) schoo11n: completed, (b) inteili'ence, and (c) the 

OCCu3ational level at which they had usually worked prior 

to teir a.ccetance of relief status. 

Tue fol1owin tables were constructed from informa- 

tion provided in "Workers on Relief in 1935" (17), a pub- 

lication issued in January, 193?, by t'ne Division of 

Social Research, W.P.A. 

The first table, Table II, lists the number of workers 

on relief in Oregon at the date of this census, and show'* 

their usual occupation prior to their ecceotance of relief 

stEtus. A "worker" as used in this table, is any person, 

ia1e or female, between the ages of sixteen and sixty- 

four years of acre, Inc usive, who at the time of this 
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census was the member of a relief housebold who was 

working or seeking work, except an adult male or ferrale 

needed at home to care for deoendents under sixteen years 

of e. The "usual occupation was defined as that occu- 

patton at which the person worked for the longest time 

durinr the ten years oreceding the census. 

TABLE II 

Occuoational Classification Number of Persons 

Professional and technical 906 

Proprietors, managers, officials 

Office workers 

Salesmen and kindred workers 

Skilled workers in bui1din end 
construction 

Skilled workers in manufacturing and 
other industries 

Semi-skilled workers in building and 
construction 

Semi-skilled workers in manufacturing 
ajici other industries 

Unskilled laborers (except in agri- 
culture) 

Domestic and. personal service workers 

Farm ooerators nd laborers 

Inexperienced persons 

(a) 16-24 years of age 3,052 

(b) Persons 25 years of age 
or over 4,188 

477 

1,905 

i ,628 

5,354 

2,420 

3,589 

4,157 

9,535 

3,508 

5,256 

7 , 240 
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The fo11owin table gives the number and training 

distribution claimed for the professional and technical 

workers on relief in Oregon in March, 1935. 

TABLE III 

Classification Number of ?ersons 

Actors 10 

Architects 11 

Artists, sculptors, art teachers 36 

Chemists, assayers, metallurgists 9 

Clergymen and religious workers 25 

Designers 4 

Draftsmen 60 

Engineers (Technical) 79 

Lawyers, judges, justices 12 

1usicians and. music teachers 127 

Nurses (trained or registered) 94 

Physicians, surcrecns, dentists 24 

Playground. and recreational workers 18 

Reoorters,&.itors, and journalists 19 

Teacners 245 

College 5 

Eleentary and secndcry 240 

Otner professicnal workers 26 

Other semi-professional workers 92 

Total 906 
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It is both interestin: and a1armin to note in 

Table II the group of "inexperienced tersons" or persons 

without experience as workers in eLployment, as the 

second largest number among the "workers" on relief. It 

is even more alarming to observe that the number of 

inexoerienced persons on relief in 135, who were twenty- 

four years of a'e or over, exceeds by 1,136 persons the 

number of inexoerienced persons on relief between the 

ages of sIxteen and twenty-four years. The clessifice- 

tion "inexperienced Persons is exceeded only by the 

classification "unskilled laborer (except In sricu1ture)" 

among the numbers of persons on relief in Oregon in March, 

1935. 

The fct that inexperienced persons, the bulk of whom 

have not been out of school :ore than five, constitute the 

second largest group on relief should be great concern 

to workers in vocational education and vocational guidance. 

The foregoing citatIons (17, 13, B2, 38, 72, 34, 

11, 45) reveal that ali studies are not in agreement with 

regard to the education&1 status of tne unemployed oopula- 

tion, althouh the evidence leans In the direction of 

assi»ning to them an educational status which is slightly 

below that of the emoloyed populEtion when lenth of 

schoo1In is taken as an index of educational status. 

There are too few studies available to enable this 

writer to ïuiake a positive ceneralIzatIon regarding the 
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vocational efficiency and intellectual ability oÍ' the 

unemioyed althouh, as in the cese of ed.ucational 

statue, the we1ht of existing evidence is in the direc- 

tion of assignin to them, in regErd to both factors 

(Intelligence and vocatlonel efficiency) a statue which 

is somewhat below that of the ernoloyed poouletion. 

Poor schooling, lack of intel1ience, the possession 

of undesirable oersonality traits, and. faulty character 

are not, in themselves, entirely sufficient to exlain 

the existence of the enormous deoendent poDulation 

now in te United States. Any one or a combination of 

tne above nientioned defects may account, In Part, for 

the dependency of a sinle individual, but present studies 

do not reveal a correlation between dependency and these 

factors which Is sufficiently high to establish them, 

either collectively or singly, as the basic causes of 

dependency. This writer feels that defects in society's 

economic and institutional processes are more responsi- 

ble for the relief situation than are the personal defects 

of tne indi 'ente althou:h both factors play a. oart in 

increasing the total amount of dependency in the United 

States. It is to be remembered that inquiry as to the 

basic capacities and abilities of the dependent Dopula- 

tion hs not been exhaustive and that future studies 

may reveal more significant differences than are indi- 

cated by the present studies. 
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TOOATIONAL RE:LBILITATION OF THE UNEPLOYED. 

There Is no definite information about the per- 

cent:ge of tbose persons now on relief who are in need of 

vocationE1 rehabilitation or who could profit from an 

tte::pt at such a process. It Is not known whether the 

majority of tne group which claims to 0e skilled or 

orofesslonal workers are inferior to or on a par wjti 

employed workers in the seme occuoations. It is not 

known whether tnese persons re unemployed because their 

occuetions are overcrowded, because tney lack skill in 

their claimed occupations, or becu8e they possess per- 

sonalit defects which interfere with their adlustments 

to employers and fellow-workers. 

In order to set up a vccationil rehabilitation pro- 

gran for these oersons e greet deal more nist be known 

about their ibilities, needs, defects, and attitudes. In 

addition, 1f tiese oersons are unemployed mainly beceuse 

of lnd..ustrlal cond.itions over which they have no control, 
there arises a. question as to the trpe oft1fling they 

should be given to enable them to ena::e actively in 

t:e nation's economic life. The occupations that ere 

in need of skilled workers must be determined, w:ere and 

how educational chenes can be made which will enable 

tiiose persons, who are now dependent, to engage in other 

occu.ations--occuoatiOfls wnich will oe socially useful 
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as well as remunerative must be estsblished. With refer- 

ence t the unskilled gr'u, it would be desirable to know 

whether they are capable of profiting fror!: occuational 

training or whether they must remain unskilled through 

their own limitations. 

Those studies now in existence tend t:. indicate that 

the dependent population, by and lsre, is&ightly below 

par in terms of occupational skill and intellir;ence. it 

can be resonab1y assuned tt tue dependent poulation 
of t.e period prior to 1929 was of a lower level of abil- 

ity than is the dependent population of t.day, and that 

tne aãition of professional and skilled workers to the 

ranks of the unemployed dunn depression years has raised 

considerably the averae level of ability of the deoen- 

dent persons in the United States. The lre number of 
yOUfl::: persons that hEve been unable to secure employment 

since te deression has also tended t3 raise the average 

level o± ability of the deendent poulation. Table II 

reveals that there are more iersons on relief over twenty- 

four years of age without occupational exoerience than 

there are persons on relief between t:e ages of sixteen 

and twenty-four years who are without occupational exer- 

ience This may show a trend toward the establishment, 

in the United States, of a permanently dependent class 

of persons who, althou:h they are apparently employable, 

are comm more and more to deoend upon public aid for 



their sup.'ort. Iiether lack of ability, unfortunately 

favorable financial positions during late childhood, or 

Present economic conditions are rinciaUy resoonsible 

for the situation in which these young people find tem- 

selves is, as yet, a matter of question. 

Even though the abilities of the relief population 

should be determined accurately, there would still be 

the problem ofdetermirg what coflstituted cause and what 

constituted effect Relief status, as pointed out in 

other parts of this paper, has a high emotional content 

which makes the analysis of t:e native abilities of the 

unemoloyed difficult. 



LLPLICATIONS OF RELIEF TO SECONDARY EDUCATION 

LARGER NUMBER 0F CHILDREN ATTENDING SECODARY SCHOOLS AND 

TAKING POST-GRADUATE COURSES. 

The following table (7) was derived from a study which 

shows the changes in enrollment in elernentsry and second- 

ary schools from l3l-32 to l93334. The plus signs indi- 

cate an increase; the minus s1ns a decrease. Details 

which were held to throw no llvht on the present problem 

were omitted from tus t8ble. 

TABLE IV 

Classification Percentage of Change 

Elementary schools -1.6 

First Grade -4.8 

Second Grade - 5.6 

Secondary schools +8.0 

Post raduates (1? states) in 
secondary schools +70.4 

This study (7) shows a marked Increase in both 

oost-.raduate and secondary enrollments over a period of 

four years. There le no question about the fact tht 

industrial contraction and a corresoonding inability of 

secondary school rdutes to secure positions is respon- 



sible for much of this increase. 

The decrease in enrollments in the elementary schools 

and in particular in te first two grades of the elemen- 

tary scriool, although not of significance to the purpose 

of this paper, reveals that a decling birth rte is be- 

ginning to affect school enrollments. 

Several writers (7, 15, 45) are of the opinion that 

the depression and attendant unemployment have increased 

the "holdin power" of the secondary schools ow±n to the 

inability of youn:' Deople to secure remunerative e!oloy- 

ment. 

"Mid.dletown (44) had in 1890 one high school zrsduate 

for eEch 810 persGns in the tota]. poulation; by 1920.... 

. . ...thjs r.tio had shifted from one to 320; by 1930 

was one to 154; while v.-ith the graduating class of 1934 

the ratio 7.'as one to 120." 

Trie Fresident's Emergency Committee for Unemployment 

(71) issued, in their report of August 5, 1931, the fol- 

lowing suggestions to education: 

ducat i on should: 

(a) take a.dvantae of the present period of uneploy- 

ment by encouraging the greatest possible utili- 

zation of op;ortunities for preosration for future 

positions and the enrichment of Arnericnn life. 

(b) keep all children under sixteen years of age in 

school durin' this time of surplus labor and 
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increasin demends of industry for skill sud 

judgment. 

(o) encour:e undergraduates and members of 1931 

high ecnool graduating classes to remain in 

school. 

(d) urge thst increasin:: effort be made by institu- 

tians of higher learning for guidance progrsms 

th&t will direct young people not only into 

fields of usefulr.ess but into fields where their 

services will be in demand. 

The increased "holdin;- ooweïN of the secondary school 

may mean nothing more than that society, due to its ina- 

bility to absorb adolescents into the normal processes of 

economic life has arbitrarily tten.pted to prolong the 

period of their infancy. In addition, it is highly ques- 

tionable as to whether many of the upils now attending 

secondary school because of tneir Inability to find 

remunerative employment are equipped with either the 

natural ability or the previous tra mmc to profit from 
additional schooling of the type now ofered in the 

typical secondary school. 

Of 558 pupils who entered one of yiddìetown's (44) 

senior hi:h schools as sopnomores In the fall of 1931, 

200, or 36%, were found to have intelli2erice quotients 

of ninety or less. It is not indicated that Middletown's 

schools have inaugurated a distinct program to care for 

this more than one-third of its students who have very 



marginal ability, and lt is to be logically suposed 

that their presence in the hic'h school has added mater- 

ially to the problems of bot teachers and administrators. 

Te value of an educational hiloeophy which sees 

great benefits in an ever-lengthenin period of deoen- 

dency and supervision for the child is seriously open to 

question. Such a doctrine le out of line with the con- 

cept of education involvin a progressive relaxation of 

supervisicn all throuh the period fr m adolescence to 

maturity. 

In a study (30) cf occupational changes from 1E7O 

to 1930 it was found that: 

(a) there has been a steady increase in the number 

of women ainfu1iy e:ployed since 1870 and that 

this Increase continues to 1930. This increase 

was found to be accelerated in relation to total 

population rowth and to the total number of per- 

Sons gainfully enployed over the same period of 

ti:.e. 

(b) since 1910 the increase In the total number of 

persons gainfully emoloyed has not kept propor- 

tional pace with population -rowth; 

(e) the total number of children between the ages of 

ten and fifteen gainfully erp1oyed reached a 

peak in 1900. There was a gradual decline dur- 

ing the years between 1900 and 1920. From 
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1920 to 1930 a. more accelerted rate of decline 

is noted. 

It is interestin: to note that the increase of 

secondary school enrollments has been contemPorary with 

the decline in the total number of children cralnfully 

employed in the United States. 

It is clear that if the birth rote in the United 

States continues to decline and if opoortunities for adol- 

escents to secure remunerative employment remain restricted, 

the nation can expect a tenporar:' increase in seconth'ry 

school enrollments proortinally greater tnan that which 

has recently taken place, accompanied by a. decline in ele- 

mentary enrollments. This will, for a decade or lonrer, 

give secondary education a hipher osition in the educational 

proram and will place secondary schools In positions of 

greater responsibility. If t'ne oroportion of tne poou- 

lation on relief remains sttionary or increases, the 

secondary schools can expect tiat . due to the differential 

fertility of the relief and non-relief pooulation, a pro- 

portionately reater number of t.eir enrollments will 

consist of children froi dependent homes. 

Middletown (44) is now a city of nearly 50,000, 

handling a less and. less selected group of children as 

comoulsory school years lengtnen and 'everybody tries to 

go to college'. As suc.. it faces the necessity of more 

and more large-scale routinized procedures; and 



there is no sector of our culture where tne efficiency 

of large-scale routines is capable of being more anti- 

thetical to the spirit of social functions to be per- 

formed than in education." 

It is apparent that the secondary school is iving 

up its functions s an agent of social selection. It 

has ceased to eliminate the more unfit of those who could 

notmTt the former standards of secondary schools in an 

era wnen seconciary education functioned largely in the 

preparation of pupils for collee entrance The hirh 

school has evidently lowered its standards to meet the 

lower levels of ability which its everage uils now 

oossess. In short, the become 

the school for the masses and less t:e school for leaders, 

and has been forced to decrease its reauire:ents to meet 

the lowered level of Its aver:'e enrollment abilit'.r. This 

throws the function of social selection on other educa- 

tional a&encies, the guidance bureaus in oarticular, re- 

gardless of whether they are in a position to assume the 

task satisfactorily. 

What can be done in the field of secondary education 

to meet the needs of children from relief homes remains 

problenatical. The schools will first have to determine 

whether or not children from deoendent families tend to 

differ materially, in terms of native ability, from those 

children wnose Parents are emoloyed. Again, secondary 



education will e faced with an increased tendency for 

neurotic tendencies to develoo aon children from depen- 

dent families, and for these cìi1dren to en'ae in anti- 

social behavior. 

It is doubtful wnether education can fully counter- 

act the influences of an undesirble honie environment. 

If tis is true, the only hope for a readjustment of these 

children lies in the rehabilitation of their Parents. 

Educational reconstruction must be preceded by social 

reconstruction. The economic and occupational adjustment 

of the people on relief is necessary to their social and 

educational rehabilitation if they are basically caable 

of adjustrtìent; otnerwise te grou must oe considered as 

a social loss, if not a social danger. The relie grouo 

is s new that secondary education has not begun to t:dnk 

seriously of the nroblems which it oresents to educational 

institutions, to say notinp of the effect that it nay 

have on all phases of social and economic life. 

There is some evidence (44) to the effect tnt 

iddletown's schools alon with otner institutions have, 

since the deoression, been drawn into an ever-widenin 

field of culture conflict. Two separate ohilosoohies of 

education have made tfleir aooearance in Yic1dletown. The 

first of these philoso5nies atte!nots to encourae diver- 

sity, individual inquiry, and academic independence; 
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whereas the second ohilosoohy subscribes to the Idea tnat 

the function of tue eJucation1 Drocrrem lies In the Per- 

petuation, among t e youner enertion, of the traditional 

ways of thouht and behavior wHich are held by older 

generations. This letter philosoohy frowns on any inno- 

vations in education which would tend to unsettle the 

minds of the youn and demands that "the schools teach 

only those thIns upon which there is a substantial agree- 

ment among educated men of serious purpose.' 

Tne Lynds (44) see many elements in the community 

attempting to direct the activities of the schools In 

diverse ways. Tne economic and social conflicts among 

t;e various factions in Middletown are brought into the 

school situation wit:i each faction desirin that the 

schools sponsor its oarticular objective or viewpoint. 

The situation is thought to have been intensified by the 

economic depression which threw the workIn classes of 

Middletown Into an apthetic condition and promoted the 

develooìAent of unorthodox economic Ideas in the poorer 

section of town; while at the same time the business 

classes and the traiitionl civic leaders were faced 

with a loss of status and encouraged to redouble their 

efforts in the direction of controllin the avenues 

through which oublic opinion miht be formed. The 

schools, unfortunately, were one of these avenues. 



Apparently !:iàdletown's business element still has the 

school situation in hand, althou'h its position is by no 

means secure as in the years prior to l29. 

If class conflicts, and social stratification, in- 

crease as a result of econoic contraction, decreased 

vertical-soc1al-m.ility, and the increased econoi.c 

dependency of vast sections of tne oopulation, the second- 

ary school can expect to find itself increas1nly in- 

volved in a scene of cultural cTnflict and it may become 

part of the area of that conflict. 

Should educators take a position which assumes that 

the schools should lead in social reconstruction and the 

formation of public ooinion, they can expect to encoun- 

ter an ever-increasing co. oetition on tie part of 000s- 

ing economic factions to dominate tne school situation. 

In such a situation, educators must have economic and 

social philosoohies as well as instructional philosophies 

and should come to some agreement as to tne direction 

w1ch their leaders.i shall take. It might be added, 

ti:ìat in only two modern societies (78 
) 
namely, that of 

India and tat of China, can it be said tt the scho- 
larly classes exercise positions cf unquestioned leader- 

ship, end in China it aooears that the military class 

has gained the predoinent control of olitical and 

economic affairs. On the European continent, it would 

seem that the scholars and educators follow the economic 



znd soci1 policies of te d2y, snd. they h ave very little 

part j determinin: v:t these policies sh be. 

Already, Middletown's (44) high school teachers of 

history, socio1oy, and economics are finding themselves 

beset with pressure on the part of various "pstriotic 

organizations" to tone down their teaching to the ooint 

where only the traditional and fully orthodox economic 

viewpoints ere oresented; whereas other factions demand 

that hjh school courses ive more ittention to the pro- 

pagation of liberal ideas. 

It is thouht that train!n' for character and cop- 

eration in the secondary schools would be an invalubble 

aid in preventin the further disorganization of children 

from relief hmes. This raises the question about the 

effectiveness of chAracter education as it has been handled, 

and. whether a group of persons whose economic interests 

are separate from if not at variance with the larger so- 

ciety, can be given an ap'reciation of or a feelin 

of kinared with the objectives of the total society. 

It has been pointed out (64) that trie disorganization 

and decay of social institutions lo»ically results in the 

personal disoranization of those indiiduals who are de- 

pendent upon decayin ±nstitutiOfll forms. Contrawise, 

personal d.tsoranization of individuals within a society 

may lead to the disorganization and destruction of 

existing inst±tutionsl forms. It is clear the presence 



of disorganized individuals within a society cannot perOS 

sist witflout treatenincr fl alteration, 1f not a destruc- 

tion, of existing institutional values. Since relief, 

dependency, and. extreme poverty constiti±e hih1y disor- 

ganizing situations, it may be said tnat the present 

reiief situation constitutes a standin' threat to all 

social institutions, including the schools. It follows 

tnat the educators have a legitimate reason for viewing 

with 2reat concern tne dependency of possibly one-fifth 

of the poDulation of the United States. It is clear that 

education cannot consider itself apart from and unaffec- 

ted by social and economic changes. 
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DECLINE OF A CONDARY EDUCATION GEARED LARGELY TO COL1 EGE 

ENTRANCE 

Dernis (15) is of the opinion thet the hicrh schools 

have only begun to sense their ob1ition to the reat 

ß8s of youth who will earn tbeir 1ivin- by means other 

than professional activity. No mention is made of the 

type of training which the hi h schools should offer for 

those punils who will, in after-school life, work at 

vocations below a profession1 level, although it is 

intimated that the h1h school curricula should be 

more vocational in character. It has been tointed out, 

(15, 8) that the early high school curricula aimed 

almost entirely at oreoaretion for col ege and the oro- 

fessions. 

.and (27) thinks tat the unemoloyment situation 

necessittes e ehift from the oresent secondary school 

offerncrs to "a more conplete functional training ea.red 

only to the realities of the times and designed for all 

adolescents" . "The present curriculum would have 

to be so thorourhly reorganized as to be almost 1f n.dt 

entireLy unrecognizable." Unfortunately, the writer (27) 

makes no mention of the courses that he would add to the 

cecondry school currici1a, or those that he wculd elim- 

inate. It is questionable as to whether the majority 

of eductors have sufficient knowledce of problems and 



conditions outside the field of edaogy to enb1e them 

to adapt the hih school curricula to meet the needs of 

children in cheng1n occu8tiona1 and eoci1 world. 

Many of the courses that these persons assume to have a 

high voct1onal velue in after-school life are frequently 

found to be of very little, if any vocational significance. 

Sorne writers take a view to tue effect that any change is 

of value in and of itself, and regardless of its relation- 

snip to other factors in the environment; in this sense 

it may be seid that many curriculum chanc:es become nothing 

more than frills or fads. Education, a.lon: with other 

institutions, must .urd against its activities becoming 

little more than tneaninless ritual. 

Many persons w::uld revamo the secondary curricula 

to meet the changing economic and ocouational condi- 

tiona, although there is little areement among them as 

to the direction in which the curriculum should be 

chenced or in regard to the courses that should be ehm- 

inted or added. Most of the critical writers (8, 15, 27) 

are, however, at agreement on one point, namely: that 

the secondary school should devote less attention to col- 

lege requments and more to oreocration for tne reli- 

ties of out-of-school life. Although there is much to 

be said in favor of training for leadership in a time 

of social reoranizatlofl, it is always a question as to 
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the grouo uoon which the resoonsibilities of leedership 

will fall in the future, end in consequence lt Is seldom 

known to whom training for leadership should be offered. 

The trainin.: (78) of an excess number of potential lead- 

ers or "Potential social elite" tends to threaten the 

stability of exlstin social and economic organizations. 

Frequently those persons who have been trained for oasi- 

tions of leaderahio and who find no oositione of leader- 

ship open to them become so discontented that they start 

their own "elevating organizations" In comoetition with 

and at the expense of existin institutional structures. 

It is most questionable that the schools alone can train 

esnecilly In trieir oresent handicaooed 

status. 

If the above is a true picture of e more or less 

universal tendency, one may well feel alar: over the 

existence of a condition such as the relief situation 

where persone who have been trained for positions of 

leaderebip and responsibility find, themselves not only 

in positions tht are chercterized by mediocrity but, 

in rtany Instances, by abject poverty. 

It appears that the secondary school cannot afford 

to ne'lect entirely trainin for leadership nor can It 

offer trainin- for leaders In nuibers that are in excess 

of the positions which are open for leaders without 

contributir to social instability and group conflict. 



Since the number of followers is always greater tran tre 

number of leaders, more training should be provided 

for followers than for leaders. 

Until triere exists a better analysis of orobble 

future occuaticnal and economic trends and until educa- 

tors can come to some agreement as to what constitutes 

adequate orepAratlon for future occupational conditions, 

there ere not likely to be either drastic or valuable 

curriculum revisions. It is easy to confuse change with 

progrese. There is little additional likelihood of the 

schools contributing materially to a solution of the 

unemployment r obi em. 
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MORE TRAININ FOR T USE OF LEISURE 

Since the occurrence of the recent industrial de- 

pression there h8s been added talk in educational cir- 

cies concernin the function of the schools in preparing 

pu'iis for the worthy use of leisure time. ruch of the 

discussion centerin around this topic is based uon the 

assumption that there will oe a reduction in the length 

of t'ne working day and a corresponding' increase in the 

rnount of leisure time at the disPosal of the Population 

as a whole. 

Educators are not in much agreement as to what con- 

stitutes preparation for the worthy use of leisure time. 

In fact, the whole question In relation to repartion 

for leisure time activities is indefinite andsed upon 

little soecific knowledge or thought. It is not known 

whetner te letsure time activities sponsored by the 

schools are of such a nature that they can be brouht to 

a point at which they can compete succescfully with the 

highly advertised comnercial amusements. Amon other 

tnings unknwn is how much, if any, effect the 11cultural 

or interest courses" offered in the secondary schools 

are havinR UPOfl the leisure time activities of second- 

ary school graduates. 

It is doubtful whether t'.e abundance of tine oossessed 

by the unemployed could be properly classified as leisure 

time. Keller (37) took the view that there can be no ade- 
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quate ed.uc8tion for leisure unless such education is 

receded by occupational nd economic adjustments and 

says: "T.e glib talk of t!ie need for education for lei- 

sure amonc' the unenioloyed is )Tetty much 2 waste of 

time since, as the group now stands, it does not have 

the prerequisites and caoabilities for enjoyin leisure." 

It appears that in the Period between 1925 and 1935 

the schools have had little influence upon the manner 

in which the tyolcal citizen of Middletown (44) spends 

his leisure time. Drinkin:, dancin: , bridge, automobile 

driving, and motion picture attendance are still in 

1935 as in 1925 amon the most prominent leisure-time 

activities for the bulk of :iddletown's population, 

despite the fact tt:at none of these activities are among 

those actively soonsored by Middletown's schools as the 

accepted and proper way for leisure time to be spent. 

It may well be that educators are :rone to hold an 

exaggerated opinion of the influence that the schools 

are likely to have upon the use of leisure time. 

Bakke (3) in his study of the English une:1oyed 

found that ty1ca11y they soend their time in searching 

for work or bemoenin their condition. He (3) noted 

that the une:ì:oloyed person8 studied were usually unwill- 

ing to forego the cinema unless fûrced to do so, etthough 

tere a'eared to be a reduction in the amount of money 

that these persons spent at the oubsU. It is thouht 
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tht the uneznployed continue their attendance t the 

cineos, despite tneir reduced circumstances. because 

this forni o± recreation provides tern with a temporary 

escape from the realities of their condition, and satis- 

fies their desire for new exoerience while they are 

living in situation which Is characterized by extre:1e 

monotony. 

From the diary records kept by the subjects of his 

study, Bakke ( 3 ) concluded that "The unerp1oyed were 

soendin their time in useful tasks and huntin for 

work." He (3) also noted that Enrl1sh workers are mucb 

less mobile than Americen workers and that more of their 

life activities are centered in their homes. 



GENERAL CONCLUSIONS BASED UPON HISTORICAL MATERIAL 

1. T'ne present relief copulation is likely to 

remain deoendent uoon oublic aid for a considerable time. 

It is significant to education because of the fact that 

it is and is likely to continue to contribute to the 

school population in excess of Its oroportion In the gen- 

eral population; and because It creates person&lIty and 

curriculum problems more serious than have ever before 

existed in this country. 

2. T'ne conditions incidental to unemployment nd 

relief status are ha.vinc an unfortunate effect uon the 

emotional lives of both "relief clients" and their chu- 

dren. Unemployment and marg1nl livin re conducive to 

the deve1oment of neuTotic tendencies and mental flabbiness. 

The Impaired mental health of children from relief fain- 

111es will create problems for public education. 

3. Dependent and overty stricken persons and tieir 

offeprin; tend in the direction of develooing social, 

political, and economic attitudes which are et variance 

with those held by the larger society; and their occupa- 

tional end social morale tends to be closely related to 

the economic ositiofl tey oossess at any «iven time. 

4. Prolonged unemployment and dependence upon char- 

ut affects adversely initiative, volitional aualities, 

and. scholastic achievement. Tnis is true of both child- 

ren and adults. 



5. The vast depend.ent oopulation oresents the fol- 

lowin imlications to vocatona] and educational guidance 

and to vocational education: 

(a) A need for rreater er::hasis upon placement in 

vocational schools and. better follow-up tech- 

niques to be used with rraduates. 

(b) A better analysis of abilities and interests to 

reduce the number of potential misfits entering 

any 'iven occupation. 

(e) Enhasis uPon the development of social quali- 

ties and cooperative attitudes. 

6. Unemployment and. relief status are tc. a iitht 

degree negatively selective of natural ability. There is 

a more capable class of persons who are dependent than 

ever before in tie history of the United States. In con- 

sequence, te level of ability of dependent peoples in 

the United States has been raised to the point where it 

differs only alihtly from that of the population which 

is usually employed. Relief sttua is not neatively 

Lect1ve of educational Ettainment as measured by the 

grade reached in school. 

7. The relief population presents the following 

imlicctions to secoiidary education: 

Cc) Economic contraction and. the corresponding ina- 

bility of youn: persons to secure employment has 

increased the enrollments in the secondary school. 
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(b) Secondary education should be eared to the 

demands of livin' and of the occupational world 

rather than to college preparation. The second- 

ary school should exercise more functions of 

"social selection" in its ruidance activities. 

(c) The secondary curriculum should be differentiated 

so as to meet the separate needs and abilities 

of the pupils. 

(d) More effective training should be provided for 

oersonality and cooperation; arid some time 

should be devoted to preoaration for the worthy 

use of leisure time. 
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CHAPTER III 

A STUDY 0F THE RELIEF POPULATION OF AN OREGON COUNTY 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY. 

This study was made in order that the writer might 

cieterrine trie educational status of members of a reore- 

senttive rouo on relief in Oregon, and other facts 

about this group, which he miht discover. 

METHOD USED IN SEOURIN LATA. 

All information was secured from the application 

form, the deficiency budgets, and trie cese histories of 

256 families on file in the relief office of an Oregon 

county. This was te total number whose official records 

were complete enough for use in tills study. The attemot 

was made to secure the following information about the 

256 families studied: (a) the ae of the husband, 
(b) tne age of the wife, Cc) the grade reached in school 

by the husband, (d) the grade reached in school by the 

wife, (e) the number of children in the family, (f) the 

number of children in school, (g) the ages of children 

in school and the =.rades t:ey had comoleted in school. 

LIIITATIONS OF TaiE ]UDY. 

Old age asstence and transient relief cases were 

omitted as not being reoresent' tive of the relief popu- 

lation now in the Stete of Oregon. The denendency of 
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aged persons is neither new or unusual; and every society 
has had ifr Indigent wanderers. T'ne Indigency of persons 
wo sre non-mobile, roung, nd aooarently em1oyab1e, is 
phenomenal and out of line with the traditions of Anierican 

society. For this reeson, it is trou:7ht that the group 

studied (resident relief population) is more representa- 
tive of the "new poor's than re either aged indient 
persons or trie transient relief cases. All of the families 

studied haire resided in Oregon for at least triree years 

and in the county for at least one year. 

Every family, of the 256 families studied, was at tte 
time of its application for relief sufficiently destitute 
to qualify for count'. assistance, and all families have 

received some aid, in the form of direct relief, from the 

county. Many of the families are, at the date of this 
writin, still receiving aid from various relief agencies 

in the form of work relief on W P.A. or In the form of 

grants and loans from the Federal Rehabilitation and 

Resettlement Aencies. 
All of the information secured about tlae 256 faiiuilies 

studied is information which these families suoolied to 

cese workers employed by the county relief organization. 

Data included in the study were taken from application 

forms dated from January 1934 to March 1937. 

In a few cases the files did not contain the bata 

desired. In eleven instances the aRe of the wife was not 
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recorded, thus reducing the number of wives upon which 

comolete data could be obtained to 24. No data were 

recorded as to the rede reached in school by fifty-five 

of the 25 wives, thus leavin only 203 wives for whom 

data on their educational status could be obtained. 

There are three families included in tnis study where 

no mention was made Of the amount of real proPerty held 

by the family et the time of its aDolication for relief. 

with these excetions all of the desired data were 

secured. 

The wtiter iieves that the following tables are 

self_exp1anator1. TABLE 1T gives the chronological ages 

of the 253 husbands studied, the mean age and. the stan- 

deviation of the mean aye: 

TABLE V 

Ages in Years Number of Cases 

74-87 3 

60-73 22 

46-59 56 

32-45 86 

18-31 89 

Mean age 39.49. S.L. 14.00. 256 
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TABLE VI gives the chrono1o'-ica1 -es of ttie wives, 
the mean acre, and the standard devition of the mean age: 

TABLE VI 

Ages in years 

59 - 69 

48 - 58 

37 - 47 

26 - 36 

15 - 25 

Number of Ceses 

11 

27 

54 

76 

77 

Iean age 33.87. S. D 12.65. 245 

Ages for ele.ren of the wives studied could not be 

obtained. For this reason the ages of only 24E wives from 

the 256 families studied are civen. 
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TABLE VII gives the grades reached in school by the 

256 husbands, the mean grade, and the standzrd deviation 

of the mean grade: 

TABLE VII 

grade reached in school Number of cases 

16-le 4 

13-15 25 

10-12 45 

7-9 142 

4-6 36 

0-3 4 

Mean rade 8.73. 8. D. 2.76. 256 

TABLE VIII gives the rades reached in school by the 

203 v:ives, the mean grade, and the standc-rd deviation of 

the mean grade: 

TABLE VIII 

crade reached in school Number of cases 

16-18 4 

13-15 15 

10-12 67 

7-9 97 

4-6 20 
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TABLE 11111 (cont.) 

Mean grade 9.31. S. E. 2.52. 203 

Inforraetion on grade attained was not available for 
53 wives. 

TABLE IX shows the n1.inoer of children in the 256 

families studied: 

TABLE IX 

Turiber of children Number of cases 

12-14 1 

9-il 3 

6- 8 24 

3- 5 81 

0- 2 14? 

Mean number 2.66. S. D 2.22. 256 
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TABLE X gives the averEc-e number of children in 

the com1eted families (families in wbic the wives 

were forty or more years of age); 

TABLE X 

Number of children 

12 - 14 

9 -11 

6- 8 

3- 5 

0- 2 

Mean number 3.43. 5. D 2.58. 

iuniber of ceses 

i 

2 

11 

32 

33 

TABLE XI gives the scholastic acceleration and 

retcrdation, in ter:ns of yeers, of the 165 children 

from the 256 fa!i1ies studied who were or had been in 

school at the time of this study. Tue acceleration and. 

retardation of children was arrived t br recording the 

claimed age of the child and is claimed grade In school, 

and ciieckin' both factors aainst a scale whichesumed 

that a child of six years BhoUld be in the first grade, 

a child of nine years in the third grade, etc. For 

exa pie, a child ten years of a'e and. in the second grade 
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was classified as beiní two years retarded; whereas a 

child, ei:ht years of age and in the eae grade would 

have been classified as normal in placement. 

TABLE XI 

Years Accelerated or Retarded Number of Children 

- 3 
0 --1-1 
-1 - -2 
-3--4 

-5--6 

2 

60 

85 

14 

2 

Mean number of years -.938. S.D. 1.36. 163 
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FINDINGS OF STUDY 

AGES OF 1USBANDS. 

1. The mean age of husbands in this group is 39.59 

years and the standard deviation of the mean age is 

12.65 years. 

2. 68.2 of the husbands are less than forty-five 

years of age; 34.7 are less than ti;irty-one years of 

age and only 10% of the group are over sixty years of 

age. 

3. From the stend'oint of age and hysica1 condi- 

tion, it appears, that most of the 256 husbands studied 

could be properly classified as employable. 

AGES OF VI1TES. 

1. The mean age of the wives in this group is 33.8? 

years and the standard deviation of the mean ae is 

12.65 years. 

2. 62.4 of the wives are below thirty-seven years 

of arie and can be considered as falling within the child- 

bearing period. 

3. Only i5.9 of tne wives are over forty-seven yesrs 

of age. 

4. The average wife is approximately five years and 

eiht months younger tnan the averae husband. 

5. 31.42% of the wives are less than twenty-five 

years of age. 
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CLAILED EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF HUSBANDS. 

1. The averare husband claims t have comPleted 

eiht years and. s1itht1y more than six months of formal 

scnoo1itg. 

2. 28.9% of the husbands claim to have completed. 

ten or more years of schoolinc. 

3. 11.3% of the husbands claim to have taken some 

college training and i.s% claim to be college graduates. 

4. One of the husbands was found to have a master's 

decree In education. 

5. Only 15.62% of the husbands claim to have received 

less tban a seventh rade educition. 

6. The number of husbands claimIn more than an 

eighth grade eduction exceeds the number of husbands 

claimin;: less than an eighth grade education. 

7. Apparently the group studied is not inferior in 

terms of educational accomplishment as measured by the 

length of schoo1in. The relief group is, by no means, 

restrictec to those oersons who were unable to 'ain an 

education. 

CLAIMED EDÎJCATIONALATUS :'F WIVES. 

1. The average wife claims to have received rprox- 

imately nine years and two months of formel sohoo1in 

which is about five months more schoolin than is c1imed 

by the average husband. 
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2. 42.3% of the wives cleir to have had formel school- 

ing equaling or exceedinc te tenth grade level. 

3. 9.3% of trie wives claim tc have received some 

college tra.inin and 1.9% claim to be col]ee graduates. 

4. Only 9.85% of tne wives claim to have comPleted 

less than seven years of formal schooling. 

5. The number of wives claimin: more than an elenen- 

tary school education exceeds the number claiming less 

than this amount of education. 

SIZE OF THE RELIEF FAILY 

1. The average relief family studied has two and 

one-half children. 

r en. 

2. 57.44% of the families have fewer than three child- 

3. 31.67% of the families have from three to ive 

children each. 

4. 9.76, of te families bave from six to eiht 

children each. 

5. Only 1.56% of the families have nine or more 

children. 

SIZE OF Ti-E COMPLETED RELIEF FAMILY. 

1. When families were taken in which the wife was 

forty or more years of age it was found that the mean 

number of children in the family was 3.43. 

2. 43 of the comoleted families have less than 

three children each. 
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3. 4O.5 of the completed familles have from three 

to five children each. 

4. 17.6% of the comDleted familles have six or 

more cL.ldren. 

5. 3l.2' of the 256 families studied were classified 

a.s completed families with wives forty or more years of 

age. 

SCI-IOLASTIC ACCELERATION AN RETARDATION OF CHILDREN. 

1. The average child from those families for which 

dta could be obtained was fount to e slightly over 

eigbt months retrded in school for his age. 

2. The number of children accelerated from two to 

turee years was found to equal the retarded from 

five to si years. 

3. 33.fl% of the children rance from normal in 

lacectent to nine months accelerted. 

4. 53.15% of the children were found to be retarded 

from nine to eigriteen months. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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1. The whole question of relief is still so new that lit- 

tie is known about it. 

(a) The probable duration of the oresent relief 

organization is unknown. 

(b) The number of people who hrve been or ere on 

relief is unknown. 

(c) The kind of people who re on relief is not 

known. 

(d) The effect of being on relief on these people 

is not known. 

(e) The effect of bein on relief upon the children 

o relief families is unknown. 

(f) Whether or not these children and. their Oìrents 

will constitute a pauPer class, form a revolution- 

cry cicss, or 'ce rehebilitcted is unknown. 

(g) The use whicn this roup will make of Its leisure 

time (tf this exists) is open to question. 

2. A study of all of the families who have been or are on 

relief in an Oregon county shows that they are only 

slIbt1y below the average of the population as a group. 

(a) Most of them had completed the eighth grade in 

sehool, at least. 

(b) The majority of them are young or in early middle 

age. 
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(e) The majority of them appear to be1on to en 

employable grouo. 

(a) The children of these families who re in school 

are only i1chtly behind the normal ae-grade 

level. 

3. The relationship of the relief problem to the schools is 

not at the present time clear, but several points are 

weil enou»h defined to deserve careful consideration. 

(a) The present pro'ram of vocational education is 

weak in sei-eral ways. 

(b) The present program of guidance has not been as 

effective as it should be. 

(c) If the relief status brin'-s about neurotic or 

anti-social tendencies in the children of relief 

families, these will be manifested in trie schools 

as well as elsewhere. 

(a) If the children of relief faiilies are of inferior 

intelligence or scholastic ability, and if 

they are to 'ce kept in t:e schools in consider- 

able numbers, the schools should make definite 

provision for giving these children the most 

useful training they can. 

(e) If the schools choose to assume a position of 

leadership in social and economic thought, they 

will be subject to tremendous pressures by groups 

seeking to control this leadership. Even though 

the schools decide to teach only material not 
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involved in Present grouP controversies, they will be 

subject to considerable oressure from groups 

seeking to involve them in any 1rge current 

struggle. Such pressures can not In future 

be avoided by te schools, even as much as they 

have been in the past. 

(f) The effects of forms of schools seeking to 

"carry education to the people" are, at present, 

very oroblematic on both the people and the 

schools. 
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APPENDIX A 

The writer believes thet a very brief and informal 

description of the relief agencies set up under the 

Federal Government or its influence mi-bt be of some 

interest. In this belief, he has gathered the infor- 

mation contained in this aDDendi. 
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COUNTY RELIEF 

The county relief service is financed by both the 

state and the county involved. Each governmental itht 

contributes half of the total sum allocated. Social work 

techniques, methods of accounting, and methods of record- 

ing information are prescribed by the State Relief Com- 

mittee. The amount of money appropriated for relief in 

a given county is determined by the County Relief Com- 

mittee, composed of members of the County Court and three 

persons appointed by the governor of the state. 

It is the function of the county relief organization 

to aid indient persons who have resided In the stete 

for three years and in the county for one year. Aid is 

given in the forii of cash grants and commodity assistance. 

The county also stands responsible for medical and dental 

assistance and. for 'urial costs. 

Since the inauiration of tTe various Federal 

work relief programs, local relief agencies have restricted 

their activities very largely to the care of unemoloyables. 

In cases where the head of a family is eioloyable 

and the family makes aoolication for county relief, the 

county relief organization commonly certifies the family 

for W. P. A aid. In cases where a family has a success- 

ful agricultural backround, the county relief organiza- 

tion may assist such a family in makin an oolI cation 

for a loan or rant from the Federal Rural RehabilItation 
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and Resett1enent Administr.tions. 

UnemDloyables are retained on direct relief in t'ne 

county, and, at times when the W.P.A. is without facilities 

sufficient to enable it to orovide work for all ernoloy- 

ables certified, these oersons, although emoloyable, are, 

also, retained on direct county relief. 

In addition to the care of unenoloyables, te county 

relief organization Is charged witi t'ne administration of 

funds given to persons over sixty-five years of age 

in accordance with the Old Age Assistance Act for the 

tste of Oregon. 

The amount of county relief which a family may receive 

is determined by the size of the family, the relief soro- 

Driation for the county, and the possession or non-ooss-- 

ession by the family of resources in addition to relief. 

The table which follows shows the amount of relief 

per person In tile family which is ranted in the count',r 

studied. The amount of direct relief er individual 

granted in this county is less than tne stste avera-?e and 

falls considerable below the sums granted in many of the 

more lioeral counties in the same state. Although the 

amount which ma be granted, per erson, is su000sedly 

fixed by the County Relief Committee, the social workers 

are commonly allowed some latitude in the exoenditures 

of relief funds. Many counties in Oregon allow from 

fifty to three hundred 0er cent more ner person than 
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the amounts indicated in the county studied. 

From the monthly allotment per individual as indi- 

cated In TABLE A are deducted amounts roportional to 

the resources of the Individual. If a family were able 

to provide Its own eggs and milk, for exanrnle, one-third 

would be deducted from their budget according to the 

table. TABLE A shows the amount of cash and commodity 

relief allotted to persons on direct relief in an Oregon 

oouity. This budget does not include clothing, shelter, 

medical assistance, or dental assistance. 

TABLE A 

iuinber of persons Amount per Derson 

i 9.5O 

2 13.bO 

3 19.00 

4 24.00 

E 29.00 

6 34.00 

7 39.00 

8 42.00 

9 45.00 

10 49.00 
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WORK$ PROSRESS ADMINISTRATIOÎ' 

The Works Progress Administration (hereafter referred 

to as the W.P.A.) is the successor to two hastily oran- 

ized and somewhat inefficient Federal work relief oro- 

grams, namely: the Civil Works Administration and the 

Public 7'orks Administration. 

It is the purpose of W.P.A. to provide employment, 

on useful public works, for indigent persons who would 

otherwise be deendent uon local and stete relief organ- 

izations for their support. 

1N.P.A. projects are jointly financed by the W.P.A. 

and the governtnental unit, state, local, or nationa),., 

known as the sponsor, which is to benefit from the pro- 

ject undertaken. On the tyolcal project, W.P.A. carries 

the labor cost while the soonsor supplies the materials 

used. Only governmental subdivisions rey act as spon- 

sors for W.P.A. projects. 

Wage scales for relief workers, on W.P.A.,are pre- 

scrioed according to four georaohical regions, (Deep 

South, Middle South, Central, and Nortnern), according to 

five population classifications (ran:'ing from rural creas 

or small towns with less taan 5,000 population to cities 

witn a population of over 100,000), and according to four 

grades of workers (unskilled, Intermediate. skilled, and 

professional or technical). The wae rate for unskilled 

labor on W.P.A. projects ranes fro! l9.00 a month in 
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the rural areas and small towns of the Deep Souti to 

$55.00 a niontli in northern cities of over 100,000 popu- 

lation; for intermediate labDr, from $27.00 to 65.0; 
for skilled labor, from S35.00 to $85.0; and for pro- 

fessional and technical labor, from 39.O0 to 94.00. 

Relief workers are oaid the hourly wa2'e wichixe- 
vail for the decree of skill exercised in the area of 

their residence, but tne total arn'unt of time they are 

oermltted to tork Is lir.ited so as to place their montly 

earnins within the classifications indicated above. 

The total monthly wages for the separate geograph- 

ical areas and for cities of different 000ulation are 

based presumably upon differences in co!nodity prices 

and rental retes in the indicated areas. Alon» with 

fluctuations in 1ivin: costs, t:e W.P.A. waíe scales may 

be revised, either u?war or dwnwer d, to aoproximate 

changing economic conditions. 

W.P.A. workers are permitted to work at private 

employment in their spEre time. Outside earnin s will 
not disqualify them from A.P.A. work as lonr as treir 
monthly earnings fr:rn private employment does not exceed 

their monthly W.P.A. scale. This means tht it is cossible 

for a. skilled worker, in the large cities of the north, 

to earn on W P.A projects end in private enioloyment a 

maximum of l7O.O0 per month without bein:' disqualified 
for .A. assistance. 
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The number of deoendents in a W P.A. worker's family 

does not influence the rete of hie pay, although local 

relief organizations frequently give commodity asstance 

to W.P.A. workers with lare families. 

UCornmoditv assistance" is the donation to "relief 

clients" of household articles tht have 'been ourchased 

by the Federal Sur ;lus Commodity Control Corporation 

fro'i national agricultural and industrial surpluses. 

Floux, cereals, eggs, dried and canned fruits, soap, 

dress goods, and toilet articles constitute the bulk of 

t'ne commodities donated through county and state relief 

organizations. Local relief officials are permitted to 

exercise tteir 1udments in te distribution of "surplus 

commodities" to their "clients" . T'ne Surplus Comodi- 

ties Control Corporation. however, allocates commodities 

to local relief organizations on the basis of their ccse 

loads. 

It is estimated that on January 31, 1936, there was a 

total of 3,800,000 persons on work relief under theW.P.A. 

program. This number does not include the dependents of 

these people on W P.A. work relief. Current aoproria- 

tians by Congress, indicate tht for another year, at 

lease, trie W.P.A. will continue on a scale comparable to 

tnt of 1933. 
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NATIONAL YOUTH AD.INISTRATIO 

It is the pureose of this organization to provide 

aid for unemoloyed young people between the aces of 

sixteen and twenty-five years, by employing them at use- 
ful and necessary labor. 

There are three major divisions of the pro;rai: 
(a) student aid--whereby needy hih school, college, and 

graduate students are aided in the continuance of their 
echoolin ; (b) employment of out-of-school youths on 

work projects; (e) vocational assistance for those seek- 

Ing jobs and the promotion of desirable leisure-time 
activities. 

The student aid division of the orogrem was Ineuur- 
ated to enable youn persons wit:iout adequate finances to 

continue their educations. The rages paid are not large 
and are never sufficient to cover all costs of school 

attendance. N.Y.A. workers are paid the orevaIlin 
rate per hour for the type of work done, but the total 
number of hours thet they ae permItted to work in any 

given rnontn Is limited so as to bring their earnings with- 
in definite limits. The earnins of secondary school pu- 

Pils are limited to six dollars per montn; out-of-school 
youths are permitted a maximum earnInc of twenty dollars 

per month; co1lee students may earn fifteen dollars per 

month; end raduate students are allowed a maximum earninp 

of twenty-five dollars per month. In the case of college 
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and rraduate students, sPecial effort is made to assin 

them to projects consistent with the course of study 

bein: followed. 

The National Youtn Ad.:inistratîon estimates the 

number of out-of-school and unemoloyed young persons 

between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five years, in 

the United States, to be in tte neiThborhood of five 

million, and to constitute at least one-fourt. of all 

ti'e younz people in the United St'tes thst fall into 

the same age grouo. 

A survey of the educational status of youths on 

relief in 1935 showed that over fifty per cent of the 

young people had received no for'al schoolin above the 

eighth grade level, and tnet less than three per cent had 

attended institutions of learninR above the secondary level. 

It is interestin to note that the pRrticiPation of 

these young persons in the N.Y.A. program does not reduce 

the amount of relief tbat their families rna7 receive and 

that it in no manner affects the fethers V.?.A. allotment. 

The orojects u.on which out-of-school and. unemployed 

young people are olaced cover a wide range of activities; 

the projects, however, fall into the followinc' general 

classification: recreation, public service, education, 

research, arts and crafts, agriculture, and construction. 

.':ost of the young people on N.Y.A. sre recruited from 

relief families and many of them have had no occuoational 

ex:erlence other than that received on N.Y.A. projects. 
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The program employed tiie larest number of youn 

Persons in June, 1936. At this time there were 

182,47? persons earning an avere of t16.l5 per month 

eoh. 


